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Abstract
A form of tourism that is gaining in popularity is volunteer tourism, which combines volunteering and
traveling abroad. Many international volunteers want to work with children during their volunteer
work. This trend led to the phenomenon of orphanage tourism, which involves tourists visiting or
volunteering in an orphanage. This form of tourism has received much criticism over the years, as it
appears that orphanage tourism can have many negative impacts. Orphanage tourism causes children
being separated from their parents and as a result, the majority of children in orphanages are not
actually orphans. Growing up in an orphanage and interacting with many different volunteers can also
have negative impacts on the emotional and social development of the children. The country that
received most media-attention regarding orphanage tourism and where this form of tourism is very
visible, is Cambodia.

The aim of this research is to gain more insight in the dynamics of international volunteers in
orphanage tourism in Cambodia. Fieldwork in Cambodia is conducted during July and August 2015.
During this period, fifteen volunteers who volunteer or volunteered in an orphanage in Cambodia are
questioned. Volunteers’ perspectives are underexposed in studies on orphanage tourism. Therefore,
this study describes the dynamics of the volunteers, how they perceive and experience this form of
tourism and how it influences them. Five key-informants are interviewed to gain more insight in the
current situation in orphanages in Cambodia and their views on voluntourism and orphanage tourism.

The results of this research show how the respondents are aware of the negative issues with
orphanage tourism and acknowledge them, but mention it didn’t influence their decision to volunteer
in an orphanage. Their personal motivations to volunteer are more present than the altruistic
motivations. They want an adventure; they want to travel and experience something new and different.
This form of tourism provides them with this opportunity. The volunteers do not have specific skills or
work experience. Therefore, they choose to volunteer in an orphanage, because volunteer sending
organizations, where the volunteers book the volunteer work, do not ask for any skills when working
in an orphanage. The outcome of the volunteer work is for all volunteers positive. They feel good
about doing volunteer work and learned a lot from it. Not one of the volunteers actually experienced
any of the negative sides of orphanage tourism and therefore, they do not see it as a negative form of
tourism, but as a way of earning money for the orphanage. To minimize the negative impacts of
orphanage tourism, volunteers believe volunteer sending organizations are mainly responsible. They
need to select qualified volunteers and need to make sure the orphanage they cooperate with does not
use this form of tourism in a negative way.
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Samenvatting
Vrijwilligerstoerisme wordt steeds populairder en is een vorm van toerisme die vrijwilligerswerk met
reizen combineert. Veel internationale vrijwilligers willen met kinderen werken tijdens het
vrijwilligerswerk. Deze trend heeft geleid tot een nieuw fenomeen, weeshuistoerisme, waarbij
toeristen een weeshuis bezoeken of vrijwilligerswerk in een weeshuis gaan doen. Deze vorm van
toerisme heeft veel kritiek gekregen de afgelopen jaren, omdat is gebleken dat weeshuistoerisme veel
negatieve invloeden kan hebben. Weeshuistoerisme zorgt ervoor dat kinderen worden gescheiden van
hun ouders. Als gevolg hiervan is de meerderheid van de kinderen in weeshuizen geen wees.
Opgroeien in een weeshuis en interactie met veel verschillende vrijwilligers kan ook negatieve
effecten hebben op de emotionele en sociale ontwikkeling van de kinderen. Het land dat de meeste
media-aandacht heeft gekregen en waar weeshuistoerisme erg zichtbaar is, is Cambodja.

Het doel van dit onderzoek is om meer inzicht te krijgen in de dynamiek van internationale
vrijwilligers in weeshuistoerisme in Cambodja. Veldwerk in Cambodja is uitgevoerd in juli en
augustus 2015. Tijdens het veldwerk zijn vijftien vrijwilligers die vrijwilligerswerk in een weeshuis
doen of hebben gedaan, ondervraagd. Het perspectief van vrijwilligers is nog onderbelicht in studies
naar weeshuistoerisme. Deze studie beschrijft daarom de dynamiek van de vrijwilligers, hoe ze
weeshuistoerisme zien en meemaken en hoe het hen beïnvloed. Vijf key-informanten zijn
geïnterviewd om meer inzicht te krijgen in de huidige situatie in weeshuizen in Cambodja en in hun
visie op vrijwilligerstoerisme en weeshuistoerisme.

De resultaten van dit onderzoek laten zien dat de respondenten allemaal bewust zijn van de
negatieve effecten van weeshuistoerisme en deze ook erkennen, maar dit heeft hun beslissing om
vrijwilligerswerk in een weeshuis te gaan doen niet beïnvloedt. De persoonlijke motivaties van
vrijwilligers zijn meer aanwezig dan de altruïstische motivaties. Ze willen een avontuur, ze willen
graag reizen en iets nieuws en anders ervaren. Deze vorm van toerisme biedt hen deze mogelijkheid.
De vrijwilligers hebben geen specifieke vaardigheden of werkervaring en kiezen daarom voor
vrijwilligerswerk in een weeshuis. De vrijwilligersorganisatie, waar de vrijwilligers het
vrijwilligerswerk boeken, vraagt hier namelijk niet naar. De vrijwilligers kijken allemaal positief terug
op het vrijwilligerswerk. Ze voelen zich goed omdat ze vrijwilligerswerk hebben gedaan en hebben
allemaal wat geleerd ervan. Geen enkele vrijwilliger heeft de negatieve kanten van weeshuistoerisme
meegemaakt en daarom zien ze deze vorm van toerisme ook niet als negatief, maar als een manier om
geld te verdienen voor het weeshuis. Vrijwilligers zien voornamelijk de vrijwilligersorganisatie als
verantwoordelijk om de negatieve effecten van weeshuistoerisme te minimaliseren. Zij moeten
gekwalificeerde vrijwilligers selecteren en ervoor zorgen dat het weeshuis waar ze mee samenwerken
deze vorm van toerisme niet op een negatieve manier gebruikt.
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1. Introduction
Volunteer tourism, in short voluntourism, is a growing industry in which people perform volunteer
work during their holiday in a foreign country. This volunteer work exists in many forms and varies in
duration, location and type of work, depending on the preference of the volunteer. Just like the activity
itself, the literature on voluntourism is also still increasing. Most researches focus on the volunteers,
on the benefits of the volunteer work for them and their motivations to volunteer. More recently, the
negative aspects of voluntourism are gaining attention. This chapter introduces the phenomenon of
voluntourism and will look at the motivations to conduct a research on this topic. The main research
goal and the sub-questions that will be answered in this research will be introduced.

1.1 Context
One of the most popular types of voluntourism involves working with children (Guttentag, 2009;
Lamoureux, 2011; Mostafanezhad, 2013). This trend led to a new phenomenon, international
orphanage tourism. In orphanage tourism, people visit or volunteer in an orphanage in a foreign
country. The literature on orphanage tourism is growing, but is still quite limited. Richter & Norman
(2010) were one of the first ones to address orphanage tourism in their research ‘AIDS orphan
tourism: A threat to young children in residential care’. They illustrate how the global perception of
AIDS orphans as “vulnerable” and “in need of care”, portrayed by international media and the
tourism industry, created a western desire to volunteer and take care of these children. However, these
volunteers can have negative impacts on the orphans, as is concluded in their research. They state that
orphanage tourism causes severe problems for the social and psychological development of children,
because of the “repeated disruptions of attachment and abandonments” (p.225). Therefore, volunteers
should be made aware of the consequences their presence could possibly have on the orphans (Richter
& Norman, 2010). After this research, other authors also focused on orphanage tourism and its
possible negative impacts, questioning if it is ethical to visit or volunteer in an orphanage. Today,
especially Cambodia receives a lot of attention when it comes to orphanage tourism.

Cambodia is a country that suffered from decades of war and internal conflict, which is one of
the reasons it is amongst the poorest countries in the world (Transparency international, 2014). Yet,
Cambodia is a popular country to visit, with a growing number of tourist arrivals every year. In 2014,
the number of international arrivals increased with 7% to over 4.5 million tourists (see Figure1)
(Ministry of Tourism Cambodia, 2015), with a population of 15.5 million in the same year (Index
Mundi, 2015). Amongst the tourists who visit Cambodia are many volunteers who come to the country
to donate their time and money, wanting to help. This large number of international volunteers created
a new industry, orphanage tourism.
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Figure 1 International Tourist Arrivals Cambodia
(Ministry of Tourism Cambodia, October 2015).

Literature about this type of tourism and its impacts mainly focus on Cambodia. This is a
result of the in 2011 released study by the Cambodian Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth
Rehabilitation (MoSVY) with support from UNICEF. This study, called ‘With the best intentions: A
study of attitudes towards residential care in Cambodia’, starts off by pointing out a major issue, which
is that the number of residential care centers (of which an orphanage is one) increased massively since
2005, but that the number of actual orphans decreased. Almost half of all the children in residential
care are brought there by their parents. This of course raised some questions. MoSVY concluded their
research by saying that more and more orphanages turn to orphanage tourism. They start to work with
international volunteers or invite tourists to visit the orphanage, in the hope of receiving donations.
Thus, orphanages start to look like businesses, in which the children in care are being used to attract
funds (MoSVY, 2011). The research confirms the statement of Richter & Norman (2010) that this
form of tourism puts children in orphanages at risk, because they repeatedly try to form emotional
bonds with different people (MoSVY, 2011). This study by MoSVY got picked up by international
media and since then, more researches, articles and documentaries about Cambodia and orphanage
tourism followed. The outcomes of all these publications clearly show that international volunteering
is a key driver in the growth of the number of orphanages in Cambodia (Friends-International, 2015)
and that orphanage tourism can have negative impacts on the children. Besides the delays in mental
10

and physical development are health problems and (sexual) abuse also potential risks for children in
residential care. Criticism is also placed on volunteers and volunteer sending organizations.
Organizations often don’t perform background checks or neglect to require police checks of
volunteers. Volunteers can also perform the work (e.g. teaching) without any skills or appropriate
education. Because of the potential risks that occur in orphanages, many international organizations,
including the Government of Cambodia, see residential care as a last resort and instead support and
promote family- and community-based care (MoSVY, 2011).

1.2 Rationale
After reading the above, one might think that not many people would want to engage or volunteer in
orphanages anymore. However, many volunteer sending organizations still offer the possibility to
volunteer in this setting and people still decide to volunteer in an orphanage in Cambodia. While most
research on voluntourism in general is focused on the demand side, this is not the case with research
on orphanage tourism. Motivations of volunteers are one of the main topics discussed in studies on
voluntourism. Research on orphanage tourism however mainly focuses on the positive and negative
impacts and the effects it has on children. In studies on this form of tourism, volunteers’ perspectives
are still underexposed. This research will concentrate specifically on people who volunteer in
orphanages in Cambodia and on the dynamics of these volunteers in orphanage tourism in Cambodia.
Therefore, it will be a useful addition to the current knowledge on this field of study. It can provide
volunteer sending organizations and NGOs with information on how volunteers perceive orphanage
tourism. They will be able to better understand volunteers and use this information to adjust their
support, offer or awareness campaigns for volunteers.

As mentioned before, orphanage tourism is a popular form of tourism. But since a few years,
this industry is under serious scrutiny. What are the effects of this media-attention on the view and
experiences of volunteers? Are they aware of the negative impacts of orphanage tourism in Cambodia
and what is their own opinion about it? Does it influence their motivations or expectations in any way?
Volunteer sending organizations still offer volunteer work in orphanages in Cambodia. Why is this
possible? Might the situation not be as miserable as it sounds and is all the negativity about
orphanages an image that is created by the international media? And why do volunteers still decide to
volunteer in an orphanage, while so many organizations try to discourage people from doing this?
These are some of the questions that were asked before starting this research and have led to the goal
of the research.
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1.3 Goal of the research and sub-questions
To gain a better insight into the orphanage tourism industry in Cambodia, it is important that all people
involved can express their point of view. Therefore, this research will focus on the, until now
underexposed, view of volunteers. The goal of this research is to gain insight into the dynamics of
international volunteers in voluntourism and orphanage tourism in Cambodia.
Besides orphanage tourism, this research will look at the attitudes of volunteers towards voluntourism
in general. Just like orphanage tourism, voluntourism has received quite some criticism recently. That
is why this research will take this into consideration when studying the dynamics of volunteers.

Sub-questions
To reach the goal of this research, the following sub-questions are formulated.

1. What does the current situation in orphanage tourism in Cambodia look like?
When looking at the dynamics of volunteers, it is important to know what the current situation in
Cambodia exactly looks like. Literature will give an overview of this. Information on more recent
developments will be conducted during in-depth interviews with specialists in the field. These keyinformants can provide information about possible changes arising from the media attention for
Cambodia.

2. What are the motivations of international volunteers to volunteer in an orphanage in Cambodia?
Motivations of volunteers can be very varied, from altruistic reasons to the search for selfdevelopment. It will be interesting to see what motivates volunteers. Do they perform the volunteer
work purely for themselves or for the other and do they take the situation in Cambodia into
consideration when deciding to volunteer? Besides their motivations to volunteer in general, this
research will also look at what specifically attracts volunteers to orphanages and why they choose to
perform this type of volunteer work in Cambodia.

3. What are the expectations of international volunteers before they volunteer in an orphanage in
Cambodia and do the outcomes afterwards meet these expectations?
Expectations of volunteers are an important aspect of the overall experience. If the expectations of the
volunteer work are higher and more positive than the outcomes, volunteers will not be satisfied, which
could also negatively affect the local community they help. This question will therefore look at what
their expectations of the volunteer work are and who plays a part in forming these expectations (e.g.
the volunteer sending organization, previous volunteers or international media).
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4. What do international volunteers know about orphanage tourism in Cambodia and how does this
information influence them?
To study the dynamics of volunteers in orphanage tourism, it is important to find out what they exactly
know about this phenomenon. But besides studying the exact information they know, it could also be
useful to learn in what stage they hear this information. Is it before, during or after their volunteer
work? And does this information have any influence on them, on the decisions they make or the way
they look at certain things?

5. What role can volunteer sending organizations play within orphanage tourism and what role do
they fulfill at this moment?
As mentioned in the introduction, volunteer sending organizations are often criticized because they
accept all kinds of volunteers, without performing background checks on them or asking for particular
skills or experience. This could be damaging for children in orphanages. This question will look at
what role the sending organization plays and possibly can play, according to volunteers and
specialists. Are the volunteers well prepared for the volunteer work by the sending organization? Not
only the guidance before, but also support during and after the volunteer work is important. Do
volunteer sending organizations take on this role and what can they possibly improve?

1.4 Structure
In chapter 2, the literature review will be discussed. This review will explain more in-depth some
terms that are important in understanding this research. The chapter will begin with explaining
‘voluntourism’. Following, the volunteer will be defined, together with its characteristics and
motivations to volunteer. After this, the main issues that occur within voluntourism will be illustrated,
followed by the role that volunteer sending organizations play in minimizing the negative and
maximizing the positive impacts of voluntourism. Chapter 3 will focus on orphanage tourism, how this
form of tourism evolved in Cambodia and what the current situation in this country looks like. Lastly,
the positive and negative impacts that occur within orphanage tourism will be discussed. Chapter 4
describes the methodology that is used in this research. The choice for in-depth interviews will be
explained, just as the research units and the details of conducting these interviews. The chapter will
end with the limitations of this methodology. The next six chapters will discuss the results of the indepth interviews with volunteers and key-informants. These results are divided into different topics.
Chapter 11 will compare the results of this research with the literature review. Finally, the overall
conclusion will be given in chapter 12.
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2. Literature review
Volunteer tourism, the literature on it as well as the practice itself, has grown extensively over the last
twenty years (Elliot, 2008), with 1.6 million people participating annually in volunteering projects
worldwide (Tourism Research & Marketing, 2008). One of the first authors addressing the concept of
volunteer tourism is Wearing (2001). After the publication of his book on this subject, many other
literature and research followed. This literature review will start by explaining the concept of volunteer
tourism and the more recently used term ‘voluntourism’. Characteristics of the phenomenon, the
development of volunteer tourism and the benefits of it will be described. Thereafter, the voluntourist
and the motivations to volunteer will be discussed. Literature on volunteer tourism started off by
pointing out the positive impacts for the volunteer as well as for the host community. In recent years
more criticism has started to arise. Therefore, a few of the negative impacts of volunteer tourism will
be covered in this literature review. It is important to point out the negative impacts that can occur, to
analyze if the volunteers that are interviewed for this research are aware of these. Finally, the
definition of ‘orphanage tourism’ will be explained, how this practice has emerged over the last few
years in Cambodia and what possible negative impacts it brings with it.

2.1 Voluntourism
“It seems being a regular tourist, traveling and discovering the world, is not enough anymore. More
and more young people now decide to help local communities during their trip by doing construction
work, teaching English or working in orphanages, to name only a few options” (Documentary 'The
Voluntourist', 2015).
This quote from the documentary ‘the Voluntourist’ describes the growing popularity of the
activity in which people volunteer during their holiday, also known as volunteer tourism. The most
commonly used definition of volunteer tourism is described by Wearing (2001). He applies volunteer
tourism to “those tourists who, for various reasons, volunteer in an organized way to undertake
holidays that might involve aiding or alleviating the material poverty of some groups in society, the
restoration of certain environments or research into aspects of society or environment” (Wearing,
2001, p1). This definition focuses on the tourist who involves in volunteering. A term that is recently
more used in describing a volunteer trip is ‘voluntourism’, which combines the words volunteering
and tourism. The word voluntourism was first used in academic literature by David Clemmons, who is
the founder of the website VolunTourism.org (Voluntourism.org). He describes the term voluntourism
as “the conscious, seamlessly integrated combination of voluntary service to a destination and the
best, traditional elements of travel - arts, culture, geography, history and recreation - in that
destination” (Voluntourism.org). This definition, in contrast to the one of Wearing (2001), gives the
traveling part equal attention to the volunteering part of the experience.
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Voluntourism is seen as a form of alternative tourism (Wearing, 2001; Brown & Morrison, 2003;
Callanan & Thomas, 2005; Uriely et al., 2003). Alternative tourism is an umbrella term that covers
several different types of tourism, such as sustainable tourism, responsible tourism and pro-poor
tourism (Lovelock & Lovelock, 2013). But besides these, also voluntourism is seen as a form of
alternative tourism (Wearing, 2001; Brown & Morrison, 2003; Callanan & Thomas, 2005; Uriely et
al., 2003). Alternative tourism can broadly be defined as “forms of tourism that set out to be consistent
with natural, social and community values and which allow both hosts and guests to enjoy positive
and worthwhile interaction and shared experiences” (Wearing, 2001, p32). These forms of alternative
tourism are said to offer solutions to the problems that are caused by mass tourism (Lovelock &
Lovelock, 2013). The growing popularity in voluntourism trips (Wearing, 2001; Brown, 2005;
Raymond & Hall, 2008) could therefore be explained by an increased awareness of the negative
impacts that mass tourism can have on the local economy and culture (Wearing, 2001; Brown, 2005).
The industry report ‘Volunteer Travel Insights 2009’ however shows that travelers only started
thinking about volunteering after the September 11 attacks and the Indonesian tsunami. Both
explanations however show the urge of people to ‘give back’ and assist others in need (McGehee &
Santos, 2005). This ‘giving’ is not necessarily only meant for the other, for the person who is helped.
Tourists are also increasingly demanding ‘authentic’ travel experiences, and seek more ‘meaningful
and individualized experiences’ (Richter & Norman, 2010). This shows the different motivations
people can have when participating in voluntourism.
Volunteering abroad started out in the early 1900’s with the establishment of organizations
such as the Peace Corps in the USA or Australian Volunteers Abroad in Australia (Gillette, 1968;
Clark, 1978; Beigbeder, 1991; Darby, 1994; Wearing, 2001). This type of volunteering, in which
people spent most of their time abroad doing volunteer activities, are also called mission or service
trips (Brown & Morrison, 2003). Today, a lighter form of volunteering is becoming popular and trips
of all lengths, from gap year programs to week-long treks, are often incorporating volunteering (Papi,
2014). Volunteer projects can vary in terms of duration, the type of work and the sending organization
(Raymond & Hall, 2008). In general, voluntourists are from the global North traveling to the global
South (Richter & Norman, 2010) and participate in volunteer projects for less than one month (Ellis,
2003; Callanan & Thomas, 2005; Fitzpatrick, 2007). The type of work that voluntourists engage in
covers many areas, such as medical assistance, conservation projects, community development
projects, teaching English, wildlife projects and construction projects (Wearing, 2001; Bussell &
Forbes, 2002; Brown & Lehto, 2005, Butcher & Smith, 2010). Projects that involve working with
children are one of the most popular types (Guttentag, 2009; Lamoureux, 2011; Mostafanezhad,
2013). The sending organization plays an essential role in providing and organizing a voluntourism
experience (Wearing, 2001; Raymond & Hall, 2008). Volunteers often have to pay a fee to the sending
organization, depending on what type of organization it is. A few examples of these sending
15

organizations are NGOs, universities, private companies, governments and religious organizations
(Broad, 2003; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Söderman & Snead, 2008).

The earlier mentioned definition by Wearing (2001) shows that forms of alternative tourism
involve an interaction and experience that are beneficial for both host and guest. Voluntourism in
particular creates cross-cultural interactions between the volunteer and the host that nurtures mutual
understanding and respect (Wearing, 2001). This statement is acknowledged by many other authors,
who see voluntourism as a sustainable, mutually beneficial form of travel that is more rewarding and
meaningful than other holidays, and in which both the volunteer and the host communities are able to
gain from the experience (Brown, 2005; McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Raymond & Hall, 2008). The
“exchange of love, care, curiosity, understanding and appreciation” is most valued by volunteers
(Brown, 2005, p491). When volunteers return home, they have a greater knowledge and understanding
of the life and culture of the people they helped during their volunteer work. This could also change
their views on certain things. When volunteers have a cross-cultural experience, they could become a
‘global citizen’, and will be more involved in a changing world (McGehee & Santos, 2005; McIntosh
& Zahra, 2007).

The cross-cultural interaction and understanding between the host and the volunteer is often
seen as one of the most positive outcomes of voluntourism. This is also pointed out by Wearing &
Neil (2000). They describe three aspects of the voluntourism experience, in which the cross-cultural
interaction plays a big role. The first aspect is that voluntourism is a personal experience of the
volunteer, which involves an intrinsic motivation. The second aspect is that both the volunteer’s life as
well as the lives of people in the local community can be improved by the experience. And the third
aspect is that the social interaction between the volunteer and the local community gives meaning to
the experience (Wearing & Neil, 2000; McIntosh & Zahra, 2007). Even though Wearing & Neil
(2010) refer to the interactions between volunteers and locals, in the most commonly used definition
of voluntourism by Wearing (2001), this aspect is left out. The focus of voluntourism is primarily on
volunteer work as an “activity to assist others in need” (McGehee & Santos, 2005, p. 760). This
definition doesn’t involve the importance of the volunteers communicating and interacting with locals
(Lee & Woosnam, 2010), while direct contact between volunteers and locals is often seen as a benefit
(Wearing, 2001) and could ease the development of cross-cultural understanding between volunteers
and hosts (Raymond & Hall, 2008). Besides the cross-cultural understanding, the volunteer will
benefit a lot from the voluntourism experience as well. The most enduring and important effects of the
experience are personal development and a sense of self-fulfillment (Wearing, 2001; Brown, 2005).
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2.2 The voluntourist
Because the main study objects of this research are volunteers, is it important to know who volunteers
are. This paragraph will start by giving a short definition of the voluntourist. The characteristics of the
voluntourist, the experience and the main motivations to volunteer will also be discussed.

2.2.1 Profile
Before we look at the experience and the motivation of the voluntourist, the definition of a
voluntourist will be described. This is however hard to define, as voluntourists are not homogeneous.
People from all ages and backgrounds can be volunteers, and they can operate in many different
organizations and fields. Simply said, the voluntourist is someone who participates in voluntourism
(Wearing, 2001). These participants can have different characteristics. Researches have shown that
voluntourists cover a wide age range, from early twenties to senior citizens (Brown & Morrison 2003;
Coghlan 2008; McIntosh & Zahra 2007). According to a Tourism Research & Marketing study from
2008, the majority of voluntourists are however under the age of 30 (Tourism Research & Marketing,
2008). This is confirmed by Pearce & Coghlan (2008), who say that generation Y, those born in 1980
or after, are the main market for voluntourism. A reason that they are the largest group of voluntourists
is because they are more aware of sustainability and global issues. This generation consists of students
who participate in voluntourism projects during a gap year from education or during their spring break
or summer vacation (Simpson, 2004; Brown & Lehto, 2005; Callanan & Thomas, 2005). The majority
of the international voluntourists are female (Tourism Research & Marketing, 2008). Wearing (2001)
believes this is because women are more attracted to the structured nature of voluntourism, while men
rather choose a more adventurous type of trip. It might also be because of the type of work that is
performed by voluntourists. Many voluntourism projects involve working with children, and women
are often portrayed as more nurturing towards children than men (Verardi, 2013). In addition to the
age and gender aspect of voluntourism, there is also the aspect of the costs. Because voluntourism
trips are often booked with a sending organization, the voluntourist has to pay a fee to participate in
the project. Therefore it attracts people who have additional money for leisure and can afford the fee
(ibid.).

2.2.2 Experience
In this research, attention is given to the experience of the voluntourist. What are they looking for in
the experience and how do they perceive their overall experience? Wearing (2001) describes in his
book on volunteer tourism that voluntourists are looking for a different experience than ordinary mass
tourists. Voluntourists “are seeking a tourist experience that is mutually beneficial, that will contribute
not only to their personal development but also positively and directly to the social, natural and/or
economic environments in which they participate” (Wearing, 2001, p1). The interaction between
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voluntourists and these environments will lead to this mutual benefit, as the interaction creates a better
understanding of self and the other (Wearing & Neil, 2000).

The overall experience of voluntourists is in many researches expressed as the benefits for
them. Brown & Lehto (2005) identified several benefits, such as the direct interaction with the local
community, meaningful and wonderful memories and personal growth. The latter one is believed to
have a long-lasting effect on the voluntourist (ibid.). For some voluntourists, the experience can have a
life changing impact (Broad, 2003). They return home feeling more confident, gained more knowledge
and skills and developed a different world view. The experience also allows voluntourists to
appreciate what they have (Simpson, 2004).

Lo & Lee (2011), interviewed voluntourists from Hong Kong about their experience. The
outcome of the research shows the division of the experiences into five major themes. The first one is
a changed view of life. The voluntourists notice a big difference between their own lives and that of
the communities they visit because of the exposure to real poverty. This makes them realize how
fortunate they are and changes the way they look at life and the world. The second theme in the
experiences is relationship enhancement. The direct interaction between voluntourists and others
makes sure that relations are established. Besides the development of a relationship and a mutual
understanding between voluntourists and local people, also relationships with fellow voluntourists and
family members are improved. The third outcome of the research is that the voluntourism experience
leads to personal growth and development. This could be in the form of particular skills that are
developed or an increase in perseverance. Fourth, the voluntourism experience is a memorable,
enriching life experience for the participants which broadens their horizon, because it allows them to
learn more about themselves and others. Last, the experience has an influence on the future study,
career and life direction of the voluntourist. The experience can help people make choices according to
their work or study or can raise an interest in a certain study. Voluntourists also mention that the
experience is a positive addition to their resume.

2.2.3 Motivations
The last paragraph on the research of Lo & Lee (2011) shows possible outcomes on the experiences of
the voluntourist. However, these aspects could also be seen and are often mentioned as motivations for
people to choose to participate in a voluntourism project.

It is said that people are more likely to become volunteers when they have a certain desire to
help others (Lo & Lee, 2011) and that this motivation is what separates voluntourists from regular
tourists (Singh, 2002). Altruism is one of the most heard outcomes in researches on voluntourists’
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motivations. (Wearing, 2001; Callanan & Thomas, 2005; Mcintosh & Zahra, 2007; Lo & Lee, 2011).
Altruistic behavior is described as an act that benefits others. The behavior should be performed
intentionally and voluntarily, without expecting anything in return (Piliavin & Cham, 1990). People
participate in voluntourism projects because they want to do something meaningful and want to give
back to society (Brown, 2005; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Sin, 2009; Tomazos & Butler 2010; Chen &
Chen, 2011). However, while it may seem that altruism is the key motivation for voluntourists, this is
not necessarily the case (Mustonen, 2007; Sin, 2009). There is always an underlying motive of selfinterest involved (Wearing, 2001; Sin, 2009; Moscardo et al., 2014). Coghlan (2008) even shows,
when studying the estimations of projects leaders’ on the motivations of voluntourists, that altruism is
an element that motivates voluntourists, but there is also definitely an element of self-fulfillment
involved in their motivation that might be even stronger than the altruism part. Fennell (2006) agrees
that selfishness may be even more important than altruism. There is currently much debate about the
self-interest versus altruism motivations of voluntourists. The question is whether self-interest or
altruism is the most dominant part of the motivation (Coghlan & Fennell, 2009), and how these
motivations could possibly influence the benefits or outcomes of voluntourism. A research on the
existing literature however clearly shows that most authors agree that voluntourists possess both kinds
of motivations.

These two motivations are included in the conceptual framework by Callanan & Thomas
(2005). They classify voluntourists as shallow, intermediate or deep. These types are based on five
criteria, which are the duration of the volunteer trip, the focus of the experience (self-interest versus
altruistic), the degree of involvement (active versus passive), the qualifications or skills required of the
voluntourist, and their level of contribution to local communities. For the ‘shallow’ voluntourist, the
self-interest motivation dominates, as he is more concerned about self-development and career or
academic achievement than about the positive outcomes for the local community. This in contrast to
the ‘deep’ voluntourist, for whom the altruistic motivation is the main one and who puts the interests
of the local community before its own.

Although many researches make a distinction between altruistic and egoistic motivations, the
altruistic ones might not always be as unselfish as they may seem. Campbell & Smith (2006) found
that even voluntourists who mention altruistic motives to volunteer feel superior to other tourists
because they are more involved in the local community. This shows the underlying self-interest
involved. Papi (2014) also believes that this form of false altruism exists. Many people seek an answer
to the question of how they can do good in the world and see volunteering as a way of doing this. This
seemingly altruistic motivation also has a self-benefit involved, as it will always give voluntourists a
feeling of satisfaction that they did their part.
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Brown (2005) conducted focus group sessions and in-depth personal interviews with different types of
volunteers on their motivations. The results of this research show four main motivations why people
participate in voluntourism projects: cultural immersion, giving back, seeking camaraderie and
seeking educational and bonding opportunities. For the respondents, cultural immersion is an
important motivation. They believe that participating in voluntourism projects provides them with
opportunities to immerse themselves physically and emotionally in the local culture. Voluntourists
seek authenticity, and volunteering provides them with this by learning and experiencing the lives and
environment of local people. The second main motivation that is mentioned is the desire to give back
to the less privileged. The voluntourists want to give purpose to their life, and because they do well in
life themselves, volunteering is a great way to give back to society and make a difference to the lives
of others. Third, seeking camaraderie is a motivation for people to volunteer. Voluntourists want to
meet people with the same interests and values, as this adds value to the overall experience. They
believe to find these people in the same travel group and the volunteering together helps to build
friendships that last a life time. Last, voluntourists in this research are motivated by the educational
and bonding opportunities that the experience offers for family and children. Some of the respondents
traveled together with their children, and believed that the experience taught their children that there is
diversity in the world, that many people are less fortunate and that material items are not important. It
also helped them to learn the value of giving to others. Besides the educational part, voluntourists are
motivated because of the bonding opportunities with their family and children. Volunteering together
is something special to share with them and is a good opportunity to spend quality time with loved
ones (Brown, 2005).

The research by Lo & Lee (see earlier) also shows motivations for people to volunteer. They
describe five motivations, of which three correspond to those of Brown (2005). Lo & Lee add the
motivations of escaping from everyday life and religious involvement. Respondents are motivated to
volunteer because they want to escape from their normal, city life. According to them, volunteering
provides them with the opportunity to take time off from work, find inner peace and relax. The second
motivation that differs from these described by Brown (2005) is the religious involvement. The
Christian respondents in this research want to provide assistance for local communities and hope that
these will accept the grace of God (Lo & Lee, 2011).

Another self-interest motivation that has not been mentioned before is the curriculum vitae
building or professional development of the voluntourist. This development is explained before as a
possible outcome of the voluntourism experience (see paragraph 2.2.2), but could also be seen as a
motivation for people to volunteer. Especially students and young people are often motivated by the
desire to gain experience that could be an added value to their curricula vitae. Participating in
voluntourism projects is seen as a good way of gaining this experience (Cousins, 2007; Palacios, 2010;
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Lamoureux, 2011; Lo & Lee, 2011). Volunteer sending organizations try to influence the motivations
of people by pointing out the positive outcomes volunteering could have for them. They try to attract
volunteers by advertising that volunteering with them will “turn your CV into a masterpiece” and
point out how volunteering “can serve as a wonderful, useful asset when you're going to interviews
and looking for work, as you'll be able to demonstrate to employers that you have highly-valuable,
transferrable life skills” (The Leap, 2015).

There are only a few researches that have focused on the motivations of voluntourists to
choose for a certain country, project or volunteer sending organization, rather than their main
motivation to volunteer in general. Voluntourists want to learn about a certain culture and experience
the unknown and therefore choose for a specific country or continent (Wearing 2004; Söderman &
Snead 2008; Grimm & Needham, 2012). Countries are also chosen because voluntourists believe those
countries need help (Simpson, 2005) or because they are relatively cheap to visit (Grimm & Needham,
2012). People are attracted to specific organizations because of the type of organization (e.g. NGO),
their marketing efforts and promotional material and the variety of programs they offer (Coghlan,
2007; Söderman & Snead 2008; Grimm & Needham, 2012). Price seems to be one of the most
important motivational factors for voluntourists in selecting an organization (Grimm & Needham,
2012). Respondents of the research by Grimm & Needham (2012) choose an organization that appears
to be legitimate. Also, they prefer to book their volunteer work through one of these intermediate
organizations instead of applying directly to the project, because the organizations seem more
reputable. Motivations to choose for specific projects are recommendations of others and the
flexibility of the length of stay. What is also appealing to voluntourists is the fact that many projects
don’t require specific skills (Grimm & Needham, 2012).

2.3 Issues with voluntourism
As is shown in the previous paragraph, a few authors describe voluntourism as a positive, sustainable
form of tourism that benefits both the host and the guest. However, recently voluntourism has received
quite some criticism of researchers and journalists. This because it appears that voluntourism can have
many possible negative impacts that weren’t receiving much attention before (Guttentag, 2009). The
main question in the critical debate about voluntourism is that of the benefits (Hall, 2007; Brightsmith
et al., 2008; Coghlan & Fennell, 2009; Butcher, 2011; Guttentag, 2011; Wright, 2013). But besides
this, many other questions arise when talking about voluntourism. A few of these potential negative
impacts of voluntourism are highlighted in this paragraph: a cross-cultural misunderstanding between
the volunteer and the host, perceptions of poverty and the use of it in voluntourism marketing, the
difference between the benefits for the volunteer and the host, and the promotion and creation of
dependency.
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The issues shown in this paragraph are not unavoidable consequences of a voluntourism
project. They are however possible and a greater awareness of them could make sure that the issues
are avoided in the future, and that voluntourism projects will be beneficial to both local communities
as volunteers (Guttentag, 2009).

2.3.1 Cross-cultural misunderstanding
Even though many issues could possibly occur in voluntourism, this form of tourism is often defended
for one of the major benefits, which is the personal growth of the volunteers (Guttentag, 2009). This
personal growth is due to the cross-cultural interaction between the volunteers and hosts. The
interaction is in many cases more intense than other tourist-host encounters and as mentioned before,
can possibly lead to a greater understanding between the different cultures (McIntosh & Zahra, 2007).
But of course, as some authors point out, one shouldn’t assume that these kind of meaningful and
beneficial experiences always occur in voluntourism (Raymond & Hall, 2008; Guttentag, 2009). It is
questionable if the interaction between the host and volunteer indeed always results in increased crosscultural understanding. It can also turn out as a conflict between two different cultures. An important
term in this case is the ‘demonstration effect’, the process by which a host culture is impacted when
tourists draw attention to their lifestyles and items of wealth (Wall & Mathieson, 2006, p236).
Voluntourism often involves volunteers from wealthy nations working with less developed people. In
this situation, the demonstration effect could be a consequence of the interaction between the
volunteers and the locals (Guttentag, 2009). Locals could try to imitate the tourists’ consumption
patterns, because the Western tourists can be seen as a kind of ‘model’ for a certain way of living, of
cultural and material values (Simpson, 2004). Locals could be dissatisfied when the items of wealth
are beyond their reach (Wall & Mathieson, 2006). Young people are especially vulnerable to the
demonstration effect (Wall & Mathieson, 2006), which is concerning because many voluntourism
projects involve working with children. Another issue is that a cross-cultural understanding at the
individual level doesn’t necessarily mean a broader understanding or a change of feelings about nation
states or cultures. Raymond & Hall (2008) interviewed ten volunteer sending organizations as well as
voluntourists about cross-cultural understanding. The results show that volunteers refer to the positive
relationships with individuals from other countries as ‘exceptions to the rule’. The research shows that
previously held stereotypes by volunteers about the host community or country still exist (Raymond &
Hall, 2008).

Verstraete (2014) studied the impact of orphanage tourism on residential care centers. She
conducted 12 interviews with managers, directors and volunteer coordinators of orphanages in
Cambodia. Her research also shows that a cross-cultural understanding doesn’t always occur. The
respondents of her research mainly refer to the impact on the orphans. They think that the orphans are
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more understanding about the world and different cultures because of the interaction with volunteers.
This indicates a cultural influence of the volunteers on the orphans, more than a cross-cultural
understanding (Verstraete, 2014). Above examples show that it cannot be expected that voluntourism
automatically results in a cross-cultural understanding (Roberts, 2004; Simpson, 2005, Raymond &
Hall, 2008).

2.3.2 Poverty
Poverty is an important term in voluntourism, as voluntourism is also defined as a form of tourism that
could alleviate poverty (Wearing, 2001) and in which overcoming economic and social
marginalization is a main goal (Mostafanezhad, 2013). Certain perceptions of poverty by voluntourists
could create barriers that block the involvement and understanding with locals (Crossley, 2012).
Voluntourism often involves volunteers from developed countries, volunteering in developing
countries. Therefore, it is possible that volunteers can be confronted with levels of poverty that they
are not familiar with (Guttentag, 2009). And even though poverty alleviation is a main goal of
voluntourism, when volunteers are confronted with poverty, they often become uncomfortable. They
try to seek ways to deal with the inequality between themselves and the local people by aestheticizing
this poverty as ‘authentic’ and ‘cultural’ (Mostafanezhad, 2013).

Mostafanezhad (2013) interviewed volunteers in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The research shows
that the political-economic differences between volunteers and hosts are swept away by the volunteers
to make place for aesthetic forms of interaction. This shows that the capacity of poverty to shock and
leave life-changing impressions is reduced, because poverty is now perceived as authentic or exotic
(Crossley, 2012). The search for authenticity is one of the main reasons why people want to volunteer,
and the confrontation with real poverty makes the experience more authentic. The volunteers in the
research also comment that the poverty in the country is “okay” because it is a part of their culture
(Mostafanezhad, 2013, p159). Another often heard assumption on poverty is volunteers saying that the
locals seem so happy, even though they are poor (Simpson, 2004; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Crossley,
2012; Guiney, 2012). These examples show that volunteers possibly don’t want the local community
to develop or become more civilized, which is even admitted by volunteers in Wearings’ study (2001).

What attracts people to volunteer abroad is the image that they have or see of the country and
its people, and photography is a good way of making the product desirable to tourists (Reas, 2011).
Especially volunteer sending organizations play a major role in convincing people to participate in a
project, by making smart use of their marketing and the images they use. Poverty is one of the things
that is used in media and marketing material to attract volunteers and donations. A term that is used to
describe this is ‘poverty porn’. The website Unite for Sight defines poverty porn as “words and
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images that elicit an emotional response by their sheer shock value images like starving, skeletal
children covered in flies”. These words and images are used to generate donations or support in any
way. Clemmons (n.d.) believes that voluntourism moves away from poverty porn and creates its own
‘voluntourism porn’. This is based on the research by Sink & McGehee (n.d.), who reviewed
photographs posted on Facebook by voluntourists and those portrayed on the website of volunteer
sending organizations. Poverty porn portrays one person suffering from poverty or disease, while
volunteer sending organizations attract volunteers by focusing on the relationship and interaction with
other people, either fellow voluntourists or local people (Clemmons, n.d.). These images of
imbalanced power relations are used in a way that make you feel like you are responsible, that you
should help and could potentially rescue them from their situation (Clemmons, n.d.; Papi, 2014). But
not only photographs of poor people are used in marketing, also images of happy, usually children, are
a good way to attract volunteers. Images are used to objectify the child as cute and innocent, but also
to visualize the relationship between children and tourists. There are many images that show beautiful,
large-eyed children, and to really create a marketable commodity, the ‘other’ must be placed in direct
opposition to the enthusiastic westerner (Reas, 2011). Many websites of sending organizations show
pictures of happy-looking volunteers with happy-looking children. These images show that the
relationship between volunteers and children is real and confirm the effort of the volunteer and the
gratitude of the child (ibid.).

2.3.3 Benefits self and other
As is stated in the introduction of this paragraph, one of the most important questions in the critical
debate about voluntourism is that of the benefits. Does the host or the guest benefit more? This
question is of great importance – “it is what can ensure in the long-term that these programs continue
to guarantee ethical standards” (Palacios, n.d.). This benefit is related to the motivation of the
voluntourist. Is the volunteer work performed purely for the voluntourist himself or is he driven to
help the other?

As is seen in the paragraph on the motivation of the voluntourist, there is always some degree
of self-interest involved when volunteering abroad (Wearing, 2001). Helping other people is linked to
our own happiness, so there’s always a feeling of satisfaction (Papi, 2014). Birrell (2010) sees it as
“the harsh truth that voluntourism is more about the self-fulfillment of westerners than the needs of
developing nations”. However, as mentioned before, there’s not always a reason for concern when
voluntourists are not purely driven by altruism (Guttentag, 2009). The motivation becomes
unimportant when it is assumed that voluntourism is beneficial (ibid.). Yet, it is important that the
benefits are not purely for the voluntourists, but that it’s mutual beneficial. When the volunteer work
has a negative impact on the host community, the personal development of the volunteer becomes a
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benefit that is earned at the expense of the host community. It is therefore that only after the benefits
of the volunteer work have been established, one can focus on the personal benefits of the voluntourist
(Guttentag, 2011). But the real positive impact that voluntourists have on host communities is
repeatedly questioned. They often lack the skills and knowledge that is required to perform the
volunteer work adequately. Even though many volunteer projects don’t ask for particular skills, it is
not right to assume that all volunteers are capable of performing jobs like constructing buildings and
teaching English (Guttentag, 2011). Volunteers may stay for a short amount of time, may be unable to
speak the language of the country they volunteer in and may not be familiar with the culture. All these
issues could ensure that the positive impact that voluntourism is supposed to have on the host
community will not be achieved (Salazar, 2004; Brown & Hall, 2008; McGehee & Andereck, 2009;
Palacios, 2010). Papi (2014) believes that voluntourists have good intentions, but they shouldn’t think
it’s their responsibility to fix the lives of others. Because voluntourists often come from wealthy
countries with good education systems, they take on a role of the expert and try to impose their ideas
and views in other countries, regardless of their experience or qualifications and knowledge about the
language and the culture of the host country (Raymond & Hall, 2008; Guttentag, 2009; Papi, 2012;
Papi, 2014). Therefore, voluntourism is often seen as a form of neo-colonialism (Brown & Hall, 2008;
Guttentag, 2009; Palacios, 2010), in which the voluntourists perform the volunteer work according to
their own ideas of what is best for the host community (Guttentag, 2009).
Researches show how voluntourists’ interests are prioritized over the interests of local people
(Klaushofer, 2007; McGehee & Andereck, 2008). This could possibly be related to the fee that
voluntourist pay for the opportunity to volunteer. Most voluntourists book their volunteer trip with a
sending organization, and therefore pay a certain amount of money for the volunteering experience to
this organization. This selling of the experience to the volunteer is worrying (Papi, 2014). Because the
volunteer trips are offered and marketed, volunteers could feel like they are the customers. Therefore,
their needs should be prioritized and they should be able to influence how the experience plays out
(ibid.). Another issue of which voluntourists are often unaware is that the money paid doesn’t always
end up with the local communities that are helped by the volunteers, but at the sending organization
itself (Wearing, 2001). Butcher & Smith (2010) state if the money that is paid by the volunteers is
donated directly to the local community, it could even pay for more local labor than one volunteer
could provide.

2.3.4 Dependency
The volunteer work that is offered by sending organizations is in many cases work for which no
particular skills are required from the volunteers. This causes volunteers performing jobs that locals
could also do (Van Engen, 2000). Voluntourists usually work for free and often even pay to perform
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the volunteer work. This free volunteer labor can destroy local markets and undermine local laborers
that are competing for the same work (Guttentag, 2011; Papi, 2012).

In a broader sense, voluntourism could create a cycle of dependency. By sending volunteers
abroad, local communities learn to rely on external help and resources and could become unable to
develop independently. Voluntourism creates and promotes a certain kind of respect from local
communities to outside knowledge, from the developing to the developed world. This contributes to
the reduction of the self-sufficiency of the country where the volunteer work is performed (Wearing,
2001; Guttentag, 2009; Guttentag, 2011) and again, is therefore referred to as a form of neocolonialism (Guttentag, 2009). Dependency makes local communities very vulnerable, because
volunteer projects, including their donations, could stop to continue any time (Guttentag, 2011).

The research by Verstraete (2014) on the impact of orphanage tourism in Cambodia shows
that a few orphanage owners do not think that volunteers steal the jobs of the locals. They say
volunteers are often qualified laborers and have certain skills and education that the Cambodian staff is
lacking. But they also say that it would be hard for them to run the orphanage without volunteers,
which shows the dependency on volunteers (Verstraete, 2014).

2.4 Role volunteer sending organization
In the paragraph on voluntourism, volunteer sending organizations are shortly introduced as
organizations that play an essential role in providing and organizing a voluntourism experience
(Wearing, 2001; Raymond & Hall, 2008). This paragraph will go deeper into this particular role that
sending organizations play or should play.
Raymond (2008) describes a volunteer sending organization as an “organization which
develops and organizes a volunteer tourism program and can range from a locally based non-profit
organization, to a multinational commercially run organization” (p.49). Also NGOs, universities and
religious organizations could be involved in organizing, promoting and selling voluntourism projects
(Broad, 2003; Raymond & Hall, 2008; Söderman & Snead, 2008; Guttentag 2009). Volunteer sending
organizations are intermediate organizations that cooperate with a local organization or project and
place volunteers with this local project. The rise in participation in voluntourism projects is
accompanied by an increase in volunteer sending organizations. Many, mainly commercial
organizations, entered the market (Simpson, 2004; Cousins, 2007; Tomazos & Cooper, 2012; Wearing
& Wearing, 2006). This could possibly change the voluntourism sector, as profit-driven organizations
might be more interested in satisfying their customer, the voluntourist, than the local community
(Wearing & Ponting, 2006; Wearing & McGehee, 2013). This is an issue that is also mentioned in the
previous paragraph and has to do with the fee that is paid by the voluntourist to the commercial
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sending organization. Papi (2014) thinks it does not necessarily matter if people pay to volunteer. She
believes that some commercial organizations spend more time and money in understanding their local
partner’s needs and in making sure that the skills of volunteers are well matched with the project. They
could therefore create a more responsible project than some non-profit organizations (Papi, 2014).

The previous paragraph discusses some issues that could occur in voluntourism. There are
different actors that could possibly reduce these negative impacts that voluntourism can have. One of
these is the volunteer sending organization, which is said to be a key factor in maximizing good
practice (Weraing & McGehee, 2013). The issues of voluntourism as a form of neo-colonialism,
dependency and perceptions of poverty may be caused by, but could also be positively influenced by
volunteer sending organizations (Palacios, 2010). Organizations should keep in mind that volunteers
possibly have certain stereotypes about the host countries or that they romanticize poverty. Therefore,
sending organizations should think about their own role in promoting certain representations and the
message they want to send (Crossley, 2012). Organizations also play a major role in setting realistic
expectations. Voluntourists are least satisfied when they are not involved in the volunteer work they
paid for and planned to do (Simpson, 2005). Therefore, volunteer sending organizations should
provide their voluntourists with information on what their specific task and role will be, what they will
be able to contribute and what they will gain from the project. This will make sure that voluntourists
have realistic expectations of the volunteer work and won’t feel frustrated when they don’t contribute
as much as they thought they would (Raymond, 2011). Grusky (2000) argues that especially the return
process of the voluntourist should be carefully planned and managed by the volunteering sending
organization. Voluntourists should also be made aware of the rules there are regarding the volunteer
work and sending organizations can take on this role of awareness. These rules could have to deal with
behavior towards locals or clothing habits (Verstraete, 2014).

Raymond & Hall (2008) dedicate their research to the role that a sending organization can play
in voluntourism. They formulate three recommendations for sending organizations. The first one is
that, when organizations develop their projects, they should carefully think about the type of work in
which they let their volunteers participate. The skills of the volunteers should match with the needs of
the local community and volunteers should be well prepared for the voluntary work. In this way, they
can make a real contribution, and they wouldn’t be just time and resource consuming. It is important
that volunteers do not perform the work that locals could also perform and that volunteers are not
involved in work that undermines the value of local staff. The second recommendation is that
voluntourism should be seen as an experiential learning process. One should not assume that the
contact between volunteers and hosts will always result in a greater understanding between different
cultures. To stimulate the learning process, volunteers should be encouraged to keep a journal in
which they reflect during and after the volunteer project. Sending organizations can also ask
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volunteers to write an essay or an evaluation of their experiences. The third recommendation is that
volunteer organizations should offer possibilities to interact with local people. If cross-cultural
understanding is one of the aims of a project, it is important that volunteers are exposed to other
cultures and interact with them (Raymond & Hall, 2008). The best way to implement these
recommendations is a bottom-up approach (Raymond, 2011). Volunteer sending organizations need to
find proper voluntourists after they identified the needs of the local organization. This ensures that the
skills of voluntourists match the local needs. Communication between the volunteer sending
organization and the local organization is crucial in maintaining a good relationship and identifying
problems. Evaluation is also of benefit in ensuring that the project meets the expectations of all
stakeholders involved (ibid.).
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3. Orphanage tourism
A form of voluntourism that is gaining in popularity involves working with children (Guttentag, 2009;
Lamoureux, 2011; Mostafanezhad, 2013). One of these options is volunteering in an orphanage. After
explaining the definition of orphanage tourism and the emergence of this form of tourism, this chapter
will look specifically at orphanages and orphanage tourism in Cambodia and the impacts of it.

3.1 Development of orphanage tourism
The growth in the voluntourism sector has led to an increasing demand for volunteering in residential
care centers, such as orphanages (Friends-International, 2015). As a result, a new form of
voluntourism arose, orphanage tourism. The last few years many news articles, documentaries and
NGO reports have been published on orphanage tourism and the negative aspects of this form of
tourism. There is however limited academic research conducted on orphanage tourism. The first ones
to address this phenomenon are Richter & Norman (2010), who wrote an article called ‘AIDS orphan
tourism: A threat to young children in residential care’. Their research focuses on the emergence of
AIDS orphan tourism in sub-Saharan Africa and the problems it causes for the development of the
children. They define AIDS orphan tourism as “a form of volunteer tourism characterized by shortterm travel to facilities to engage in everyday caregiving for “AIDS orphans” (Richter & Norman,
2010, p222). In a more recent research by Guiney & Mostafanezhad (2014), the definition of
orphanage tourism is more extended: “the donation of money and goods, attending performances, or
volunteering on a short-term basis at orphanages as part of one’s holiday” (Guiney &
Mostafanezhad, 2014, p2). Not only volunteering, but also and visiting and donating to an orphanage
is included in this definition. Their research, ‘The political economy of orphanage tourism in
Cambodia’, focuses on orphanage tourism in Cambodia, as well as an article by Guiney (2012) about
the impacts of this form of tourism in Cambodia. Another academic research that is conducted on this
subject also focuses on Cambodia. In this research, Verstraete (2014) interviews orphanage managers
and directors about the impact of orphanage tourism on them. Other literature that will be used in this
chapter are NGO reports by UNICEF, Friends-International, the Better Care Network and the
Cambodian Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation (MoSVY).

Because of the lack of academic research on orphanage tourism, there is however no
information on how orphanage tourism exactly emerged in the world. It is also hard to give numbers
on the exact scale of the orphanage volunteer sector. This is due to the international volunteering
market, which is very large and diverse and therefore difficult to map. The large number of
unregistered orphanages is another reason why there are no reliable data available on the orphanage
tourism sector. The Better Care Network (2014a) however mentions in their report that a Google
search for ‘volunteer abroad’ offers 23 volunteer sending organizations in the first two pages, of which
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20 offer childcare/orphanage placements. These are often referred to as “most popular” and “top
placements” (Better Care Network, 2014a, p5). The aggregation website ‘Go Abroad’ also identifies
1,180 volunteering opportunities in orphanages in over 20 countries (Friends-International, 2015).

3.2 Orphanages in Cambodia
Today, Cambodia is a popular holiday destination, especially for backpackers, even though it is one of
the poorest countries in the world (BBC News, 2015). The number of international arrivals is still
increasing every year (Ministry of Tourism Cambodia, 2014). But not long ago, the situation in
Cambodia was very different. Between the 1970s and the 1990s, Cambodia was a country of
instability and war, and was mostly known as a place of corruption and genocide (Aljazeera, 2012;
Guiney, 2012). Since the country is in peace again, this image of Cambodia has resulted in a flow of
tourists that want to help. The country has become an attractive place for voluntourism and poverty
tourism, of which orphanage tourism is a popular form (Aljazeera, 2012).

An orphanage is also called a residential care center, which refers to a group living
arrangement for children. These centers house children that don’t have any primary caregivers or
children whose parents are unable to take care of them (UNICEF, n.d.). Residential care has become
very common in Cambodia. The latest statistics show that there were 269 orphanages in Cambodia in
2010, with a 75% increase from 2005 to 2010 (see Figure2) (MoSVY, 2011). One of the main reasons
the number of residential care center has increased is the financial gain by participating in tourism.
Morgan & Walker (2013) see a link between the increase of residential care centers and the 250 % rise
in tourism during the same period. But what is striking, is that while the number of orphanages has
increased, the number of orphans in Cambodia has only decreased over the last decades (Murdoch,
2013). Estimates show that around 77% of the children living in an orphanage have at least one living
parent (MoSVY, 2011, Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014). Statistics by the Cambodian government
show that, between 2005 and 2010, 44% of the children in residential care are brought there by their
parents or other family members (MoSVY, n.d.)

This placing of children in residential care is a concern, because it is against the policy of the
Royal Government of Cambodia. This Policy on Alternative Care for Children (2006) states that
family has the primary role in protecting and caring for children. Residential care should be a last
resort option and only a temporary solution. The government strongly supports family- and
community-based care as options for alternative care of children (MoSVY, 2011).
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Figure2 Number of Residential Care Facilities in Cambodia 2005-2010 (UNICEF, n.d.)

Orphanages in Cambodia must be registered with the Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth
Rehabilitation (MoSVY) (Guiney, 2012). The registered orphanages have to follow minimum
standards, which are described in the Minimum Standards on Alternative Care for Children (MoSVY,
2008). When these standards aren’t followed, orphanages can be closed down by the MoSVY. The
standards are related to providing clean drinking water, three meals a day, medical and dental care,
clothing and education. Besides these, the children are allowed contact with family and they should
also be able to participate in recreation and sports or to practice religion (MoSVY, 2008). The ministry
itself however recognizes that not all orphanages are registered with MoSVY, but with other
ministries, such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Interior. This makes regulation
and enforcement of the standards very difficult. It is therefore not clear how many orphanages there
exactly are in Cambodia. The numbers in Figure2 only include the centers that are registered with
MoSVY. The actual numbers could be much higher (UNICEF, n.d.) as many register with other
ministries and the figure also doesn’t include the unregistered centers. It is believed that there are
almost 500 orphanages in Cambodia (Aljazeera, 2012). Research by Guiney (2012) shows that
orphanages in Cambodia are not visited often by the government and if so, the standards aren’t
checked clearly. In their study, MoSVY estimates that only 64% of the residential care centers comply
with the minimum standards. Because of money issues, some standards cannot be implemented.
Centers which do not comply with the standards are asked to improve, otherwise it could lead to
suspension. The same study however shows that no centers have been closed down because they
couldn’t meet the minimum standards (MoSVY, 2011). Guiney also points out that the orphanages
that are not registered with MoSVY don’t have to follow their standards. And because these
orphanages are not under their jurisdiction, they cannot be closed by the MoSVY (Guiney, 2012).
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There are different types of residential care centers in Cambodia. Many of them are set up by
foreigners. They believe a care center is the best way to help and a good response to the poverty in the
country (Friends-International, 2015). Statistics by MoSVY (2008) indicate that more than a third of
the residential care centers in Cambodia are run by Christian organizations. The majority of these
centers see proselytizing the children they have in care as their role, other centers say they do not try to
convert children. Another type of care center are centers set up primarily to generate income (FriendsInternational, 2015). The support and influx of money from overseas donors has led to a growth of this
type of center. People create residential care centers because they see the business opportunity in it.
These centers are all dependent on foreign donors. Accepting volunteers to spend their time in the
center is also an important component of the business model of these centers. In this way, the center
can charge volunteering fees, but also tries to build long-term relationships with volunteers and
visitors, in the hope they are willing to fundraise and donate to the orphanage in the future. Because
these centers are set up purely to make money, the well-being of the children is often secondary to this
(Friends-International, 2015). Of course there are also centers that are genuine, have the best interest
of the children and apply family reintegration strategies for the children. Research by the Better Care
Network however points out that these centers “are the exception rather than the rule” (Better Care
Network, 2014b, p6).

3.3 Orphanage tourism in Cambodia
Orphanages in Cambodia don’t receive any financial support from their government and therefore
many orphanages depend heavily on donations and charities (MoSVY, 2011; Guiney, 2012). To attract
more donors and volunteers, the orphanages advertise themselves and turn to orphanage tourism.
There is no government policy regarding orphanage tourism, so many orphanages have their own
policy (Guiney, 2012). In her unpublished work on orphanage tourism in Cambodia, Reas (2013)
mentions the different forms of orphanage tourism that occur in Cambodia. Just as in the definition of
orphanage tourism by Richter & Norman, she describes volunteering in an orphanage and visiting an
orphanage as a part of a day trip, but also taking a tuk-tuk to an orphanage. The study by MoSVY
(2011) shows that some tuk-tuk drivers even receive commission for taking visitors or volunteers to an
orphanage. Reas (2013) also mentions that the children themselves are often involved in fundraising
for their own care. The orphanages and the children living in them hand out flyers on the streets and in
big hotels advertising ‘orphanage tours’. Besides these tours, orphanages also organize cultural
performances. For example the Apsara, a traditional Khmer dance, is performed by children to attract
tourists and their money. Many orphanages also use pictures of children as promotion material. Some
of the big orphanages are even mentioned in travel guides like the Lonely Planet or on Tripadvisor
(MoSVY, 2011; Guiney, 2012).
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UNICEF (2009) estimates that there are more than 2 million children worldwide living in
institutions. In 2010, Cambodia housed 11,945 children in residential care centers (MoSVY, 2011). As
already mentioned in the previous paragraph, one of the major concerns is that many of these children
are brought there by their parents. Because there is a lot of money to be made in it, orphanage tourism
causes the separation of children from their families. Not only are children brought by their parents,
but some centers also recruit children from poor families by convincing or coercing parents to give
their child away or even buying children from their families (UNICEF, n.d.). Approximately 77% of
all the children in residential care centers in Cambodia are not actually orphans, but have at least one
living parent (MoSVY, 2011). Many parents in Cambodia believe their children will be better off in a
care center. The main reason why parents send their child to an orphanage is because they are unable
to pay for the education of their child and believe the child will have a better chance at an education
when living in an orphanage. Children are also bought from their parents with the promise of a better
life, while actually many orphanages are set up just to attract tourists and their money (MoSVY, 2011;
Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014).

3.4 Negative impacts of orphanage tourism
Even though orphanages are usually set up and people volunteer and donate to an orphanage with the
best intentions, orphanage tourism can have many negative impacts (Guiney, 2012). In the previous
paragraph, one of these issues is described. Because many orphanages operate as businesses, they buy
children from their parents. Orphanage tourism is the reason many children are being separated from
their parents (UNICEF, n.d.). This can cause serious issues for a child’s development, as is stated by
Bowlby (1951). To develop normally, it is important that young children have a parental figure to
attach to. This need can however not be met in residential care, as these institutions have a high staff
turnover, which makes it impossible for a child to form the relationships they need when growing up
(Bowlby, 1951). The separation of children from their parents and the high staff turnover in residential
care centers can be a danger to the psychological wellbeing of the child. Due to not having this
parental bond and a lack of privacy and experience of abandonment, the short- and long-term
emotional and social development of children can be affected (Goldfarb, 1943; Guiney, 2012).
Because of the high turnover of volunteers and the inconsistency of the bonds that are created with
tourists and volunteers, children must repeatedly try to form emotional ties with different people. This
can create attachment issues (Richter & Norman, 2010; MoSVY, 2011; Guiney, 2012). Goldfarb
(1943) already described this in his study in which he compares children growing up in residential care
and children growing up in foster care. Goldfarb developed the label “institutional syndrome”,
describing symptoms many children growing up in residential care show. High levels of hyper-activity
and demand for affection, being really friendly towards strangers, are some of these symptoms
(Goldfarb, 1943). Children in orphanages can feel lost when volunteers, after a short but intense
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period, leave them. There is a big possibility that they will have problems with attachment later in life,
and will be unable to form healthy relationships (Zeanah et al., 2005; Guiney, 2012).

The most warning negative impacts of orphanage tourism are the child protection issues,
specifically the sexual abuse and exploitation of the children (Guiney, 2012). The children in
orphanages are being used to earn money, which is not always used for the child’s best interests
(Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014). The children have to go out on the streets at night to promote the
orphanage or even have to perform a dance show in order to make money for the orphanage, with
some orphanages even hosting a dance show every night (Guiney, 2012). Some orphanages are also
known to exploit children and keep them malnourished and poorly clothed. By doing this, these
centers hope to generate donations from tourists (Guiney, 2012; Better Care Network, 2014b).

Cambodia has often been associated with sex tourism, in particular child sex tourism. In 2005,
about 22% of all tourists that visited Cambodia, came for sex (Coates, 2005). Child sex tourism and
orphanage tourism have significant overlap. In orphanage tourism, children could be victims of sexual
exploitation. In the most corrupt orphanages, children are also accessible for sexual encounters
(Guiney, 2012). As Guiney (2012) shows, some tourists even directly approach orphanages directors
to ask if children are available for sex. There are different reasons that sex tourists in Cambodia have
easy access to children. The country is perceived as very corrupt, and it’s easy for pedophiles to bribe
police or officials of orphanages (Egan, 2011). In many orphanages, staff and volunteers don’t need
specific qualifications or work experience in childcare to work with vulnerable children. They don’t
need to undergo any background checks (MoSVY, 2011). There are also sending organizations that
don’t require a certificate of good conduct from volunteers before they come in contact with children,
which makes it possible for anyone to work with them. Because of this, children are vulnerable to
abuse. At the orphanage itself, volunteers sometimes have to sign a ‘Child Protection Policy’, specific
rules regarding the protection of the child (MoSVY, 2011). But as pointed out by Verstraete (2014),
these rules aren’t always respected by volunteers. They hug children or want to take them out of the
orphanage, even though this isn’t allowed. In some orphanages, it is easy to be alone with the children,
as a volunteer, but also as a visitor. Sometimes it’s even possible for tourists to rent a boy or a girl for
a day (Birrell, 2011). The Better Care Network also mentions how having a Child Protection Policy is
an important step, but implementing it and everyone understanding it is even more important. Without
the implementation, the child protection policy will become more of a marketing tool for orphanages
to attract people that are looking for a responsible organization (Better Care Network, 2014b).

Because of the possible negative impacts of orphanage tourism, many organizations try to
discourage people from visiting, volunteering or donating to an orphanage. In 2011, FriendsInternational launched a campaign called ‘Children are not tourist attractions’, with support from
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UNICEF. With this campaign, they warn tourists about the negative impacts of this form of tourism
and try to make an end to orphanage tourism, because they believe tourists in orphanages “cause more
harm than good” (Friends-International, 2011). Friends-International launched another campaign in
2015, called ‘Don’t create more orphans’. This campaign is aimed towards donors. It warns them that
well-intended donations to orphanages don’t actually help the orphans, but only create them. Instead,
the campaign asks donors to give their money to organizations that support families to stay together
(Friends-International, 2015b). Other organizations that are active in Cambodia, such as ConCERT
and ChildSafe, set up a number of tips or guidelines for tourists and volunteers, wanting to visit or
volunteer in an orphanage (Verstraete, 2014). UNICEF tries to encourage people to support familyand community-based care, by pointing out the negative issues with orphanages and orphanage
tourism in Cambodia. The website Orphanages.no also tries to raise awareness amongst tourists and
volunteers about orphanages in Cambodia (Orphanages.no, n.d.). Besides these efforts to inform
people, many news articles about the negative impacts of orphanage tourism in Cambodia have been
published over the last few years.

The research by Guiney & Mostafanezhad (2014) looks at the impact of all these campaigns
and other media attention on residential care centers in Cambodia. They conclude their research by
saying that orphanage directors complained about organizations such as Friends-International and
UNICEF. Because of their anti-orphanage campaigns, the orphanages lost many volunteers and
donors. What is striking is that even though all these campaigns warn about orphanages, none of the
orphanages are ever contacted or included in the debate. The organizations never discussed the results
of their studies with the orphanages. Guiney & Mostafanezhad point out that not all orphanages in
Cambodia are corrupt and use the children to make money. The negative media on orphanages can
however be detrimental to the orphanages that are legitimate and provide actual care to children in
Cambodia (Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014). Recently, Friends-International (2015) also conducted a
research on the perceptions of potential international volunteers on residential care in Cambodia. The
results of this study show that 75% of the 100 tourists that consider volunteering in orphanages are
unaware of the fact that most children in residential care are not actually orphans. The majority also
doesn’t know that some orphanages in Cambodia are set up and run primarily to make money.
Because of these outcomes, Friends-International realizes that “greater public awareness is needed on
this issue” (p.35). Therefore, they will continue their anti-orphanage campaigns (Friends-International,
2015). Although orphanage tourism can have many negative impacts, Guiney (2012) argues how it is
unsure what will happen to children in orphanages if orphanage tourism would be stopped and these
orphanages have to close down.
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3.5 Positive impacts of orphanage tourism
Besides the largely referred to negative impacts of orphanage tourism, this form of tourism also has
positive impacts. In their studies, Guiney (2012) and Verstraete (2014) have specifically looked at
these positive impacts of orphanage tourism in Cambodia. Guiney (2012) shows that orphanage
directors see the financial benefit they gain from volunteers and visitors as the most positive impact of
orphanage tourism. Without orphanage tourism, they would have to close the orphanage. They do
however try to avoid cooperating with large volunteer sending organizations, as the money mainly
goes towards the organization and not to the orphanage itself. Besides the financial gain, orphanage
tourism can also have a direct positive impact on the children. The English education of the children is
improved because of the interaction and lessons from volunteers. This is important, as knowledge of
the English language offers more employment opportunities (Guiney, 2012). The cross-cultural
interaction between the children and volunteers also makes sure that the life skills of the children are
enhanced. The volunteers provide them with knowledge of other cultures and the world. The
volunteers are on the other hand able to better understand the Cambodian culture, because they
experience the country in a different way than the regular tourist (Guiney, 2012).But also the positive
impacts on the local staff are noticeable. The English education and life skills of the staff are also
improved because of orphanage tourism (Verstraete, 2014). This is also shown by Guiney (2012), who
points out that the educational opportunities that are provided by the volunteers are vital for the
children as well as for the staff (Guiney, 2012). Other positive impacts that are mentioned are the
economic benefits for local businesses surrounding the orphanage and the free advertisement for the
orphanage (Guiney, 2012; Verstraete, 2014).

Despite the mostly negative impacts of orphanage tourism in literature, Verstraete (2014)
reveals that the impacts of orphanage tourism are mainly perceived as positive by the respondents.
This perception is mainly due to the strict recruitment, rules and regulations they apply when working
with volunteers and visitors. The orphanage directors say that the negative impacts are often caused by
working with big international sending organizations, who don’t apply strict rules in their recruitment
of volunteers and where the money that volunteers pay doesn’t go to the orphanages, but to the
sending organization themselves (Verstraete, 2014).
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4. Methodology
The methodology that is used to answer the research questions of this study is explained in this
chapter. Besides the methods that are used, also the argumentation for these and the fieldwork are
discussed. The profiles of the interviewees are explained and finally, the limitations and ethical
considerations of the research methods are included.

4.1 Research methods
Before the fieldwork took place, a literature study was conducted. This study formed a theoretical
basis for the fieldwork. To collect the information necessary for this research, a qualitative approach is
applied. A qualitative approach is chosen because of the anthropological nature of this study and. The
research questions focus on personal opinions, views, thoughts and feelings of volunteers, which can
only be discussed in a confidential face-to-face conversation. A qualitative approach is therefore most
suitable in exploring the attitudes of individuals (Bryman, 2004, Jennings, 2010). As this research
concentrates on gaining insight and understanding, semi-structured interviews are chosen as the main
method to conduct the information necessary (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Another method that is used
are field notes that were made during the fieldwork in Cambodia. The field notes are a result of the
participant observation. During the fieldwork in Cambodia, the researcher merged into the
voluntourism culture, which made the conversations with volunteers more personal. Notes of these
conversations and observations of behavior were written in a journal.

4.2 Case study choice
Even though many studies on orphanage tourism are focused on Cambodia, this doesn’t mean that this
phenomenon is unique to Cambodia. It also occurs in countries in Africa, South America and other
countries in Asia. This study however decides to focus on Cambodia as well, because of the attention
and visibility of the issue in international media. Another reason for this is to examine if all the media
attention for Cambodia has had any influence on volunteers. The fieldwork for this research also took
place in Cambodia. During the months July and August, multiple conversations and in-depth
interviews with volunteers were conducted. Interviews with specialists in the field were conducted and
conversations were held with people who work in the tourism industry. Performing the fieldwork in
Cambodia offered the opportunity to gain more in-depth information on the issue of orphanage
tourism in Cambodia and to see what the situation exactly was. Getting in contact with people who
were volunteering at that moment and talking with local people about orphanage tourism was also
possible when conducting the fieldwork in Cambodia. The dynamics between tourists (volunteers),
locals and mediators are studied during the participant observation. The relation between these three
actors is shown in Figure3. The tourists in the top of the triangle are in this case the volunteers. The
mediators in the right corner are the specialists, the key-informants of this research. In the left corner
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are the locals, in this case the local people that are working in the tourism industry and are involved in
orphanage tourism. These three actors all come together in the middle, the attraction, which is in this
case orphanage tourism. The culture, religion, history, politics and economy all have an influence on
how the actors perceive and respond to orphanage tourism. The dynamics within one of these groups
or between the groups can lead to tensions (Parra et al., 2015). By conducting the interviews, having
conversations and participant observation, these dynamics are studied.

Figure3 Tourism triangle (Parra et al., 2015)

4.3 Interviewees’ profiles
The respondents for this research are people who volunteer in an orphanage in Cambodia. In total 15
international volunteers are questioned. The interviewees are from different Western nation-states
countries, such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand and the Netherlands. Their age differs between
18 and 30. Most of the interviewees are female (see Table 1). The initial plan was to include a wider
age range and an equal representation of men and women. During the selection and contacting of the
volunteers, it became clear that this was not achievable. It was easier to build a relationship with
females, as the researcher herself is also female. The profiles of the volunteers however confirm the
findings in literature on volunteers (see paragraph 2.2.1). To ensure the anonymity of the international
volunteers, their names have been replaced by pseudonyms.
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Table 1 Demographic information of international volunteers

Volunteer

Gender

Age

Nationality

Vol1

Female

22

Belgian

Vol2

Female

21

Swiss

Vol3

Female

23

Scottish

Vol4

Female

18

Dutch

Vol5

Female

23

British

Vol6

Male

29

Dutch

Vol7, Vol8

Female, Male

19, 20

Spanish

Vol9

Female

19

American

Vol10

Female

20

British

Vol11

Female

22

New Zealander

Vol12

Female

19

American

Vol13

Female

21

American

Vol14

Female

30

New Zealander

Vol15

Female

20

British

Besides interviews and conversations with volunteers, also five interviews with specialists in the field
were conducted. These key-informants are individuals or people who work for organizations that are
in some way involved in orphanage tourism or voluntourism in Cambodia (see Table 2).. They are
chosen as interviewees because of their knowledge about these subjects and the reports they published
on this form of tourism. The interviews were held to gain more insight in the current situation in
Cambodia and to explore their views and opinions on voluntourism and orphanage tourism.
Furthermore, the responsibility of all stakeholders involved, possible solutions and alternatives to
these forms of tourism were discussed during the interviews.
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Table 2 Detailed information of specialists

Name

Organization/function

Type of organization

James Farley

Friends-International

NGO, social enterprise

Sarah Rhodes

ConCERT (Connecting Communities,
Not-for-profit social enterprise
Environment & Responsible Tourism)

Amy McLoughlin

PEPY (Promoting Education,
NGO, Responsible travel company
emPowering Youth), Ayana Journeys

Anna McKeon

Communications Consultant

Works on the project Better
Volunteering, Better Care

Tessa Boudrie

Child Protection Specialist

Consultant for different organizations,
NGOs and governments

4.4 Structure of the interview
Semi-structured interviews were held with volunteers and specialists to gather the information needed.
Based on the literature study, a topic list was prepared in consultation with the local promoter. This list
consists of key words that describe topics to be discussed during the interview. A semi-structured
interview was chosen because of the flexibility of this method. The key words help to define the areas
to be discussed, but this type of interview also allows going deeper into a certain topic or asking
supplementary questions based on the answers given by the interviewee. The topic list used for this
research has been adjusted and key words have been added or left out several times. It became
apparent that certain topics and information that were not included in the topic list seemed important
to the volunteers because they were repeatedly mentioned in the interviews. Therefore, these topics
were added and others were left out.

The interviews with volunteers were divided into four main parts. Before the start of the
interview, the interviewees were informed about the goal of the research and anonymity was ensured.
The first part of the interview consisted of questions about topics relevant to the period before the
beginning of the volunteer work. The motivation to volunteer, the preparation from the volunteer
sending organization and the expectations of the volunteer were some of the topics discussed. In the
second part, questions about the volunteer work itself were asked, such as the specific tasks of the
volunteer, the contact with the children and difficulties during the volunteer work. The third part of the
interview covered the period after the volunteer work. The evaluation with the volunteer sending
organization, the overall experience of the volunteer work and volunteering in the future were topics
talked about in this part of the interview. The last part focused on voluntourism and orphanage
tourism, the media attention for it and the negativity about it. Attitudes of volunteers on these topics
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and the influence the issues had on them were talked about. The complete topic list of the interview
can be found in Appendix I.

While the content of the interviews with specialists differed from organization to organization,
the overall structure of the interview was quite similar. Three main topics were discussed during these
semi-structured interviews. The first one was the current situation in orphanages in Cambodia,
followed by the personal opinions and views on voluntourism and orphanage tourism. Finally, the
activities of the organization or individual in the field were discussed. The topic lists of these
interviews can be found in Appendix II.

4.5 Data collection and analysis
All of the semi-structured interviews were conducted during the fieldwork in Cambodia. This took
place during eight weeks from the beginning of July until the end of August 2015. The intention was
to find respondents for the interviews by contacting volunteer sending organizations who offer
volunteer work in an orphanage in Cambodia. Emails were sent to various international volunteer
organizations, with the question if it was possible to come into contact with previous volunteers or
people who were volunteering at that moment. In total, 22 organizations were emailed (see Appendix
III for the complete list). In the emails to the organizations, two different approaches were chosen. The
first one was to pretend to be interested in volunteer work in an orphanage in Cambodia. To be fully
prepared for the volunteer work, contact with previous or current volunteers was asked, to exchange
expectations and experiences. The second approach was to tell about the research on orphanage
tourism, and ask the organization if it was possible to interview one of their volunteers. Of the 22
emailed organizations, only one was prepared to give an email-address of a previous volunteer. It
seemed clear that this way of getting respondents wasn’t going to work. Therefore, another approach
was used. Facebook seemed the best way of getting in touch with previous and current volunteers.
Many volunteer sending organizations have their own Facebook page or Facebook group on which
volunteers place messages, asking for information about the volunteer work or letting people know
when and where they are going to volunteer. Different Facebook pages of volunteer sending
organizations were scanned. When it was clear that someone volunteered or was going to volunteer in
an orphanage in Cambodia, a private message to this person was sent. In this message, the research
was shortly explained, together with the question if it was possible to interview the volunteer. Most
volunteers were willing to cooperate. If the volunteer was still in Cambodia during the fieldwork, the
interview was planned. These took place in various locations in the cities Phnom Penh and Siem Reap
in Cambodia, as many orphanages are located in these cities. Examples of the locations where the
interviews took place are hotels, restaurants and volunteer houses. These places were mainly suggested
by the volunteers, as it was important that they felt comfortable and could speak freely during the
interview. All interviewees were informed about the content of the research before starting the
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interview. At the end of the interview, they were given the opportunity to add something. They might
have thought about certain issues that weren’t dealt with during the interview, and this moment offered
them a chance to talk about these issues. Besides the interviews, conversations with the majority of
these volunteers were held at different times during the fieldwork, in which their opinions on certain
issues became more clear. Most interviews were conducted in English, except the ones with the
Belgian and Dutch volunteers. Before starting this research, there wasn’t a specific or minimum
sample size chosen, because it wasn’t clear how easy it was going to be to find respondents for the
research. After conducting 15 interviews it became apparent that many of the answers given were
comparable and that continuing the interviews might not reveal a lot more new information. Therefore,
it was decided to base this research on these 15 interviews. The interviews with the key-informants
were arranged in a different way than the interviews with volunteers. One of them was arranged with
the help of the local promoter. Other organizations and people were contacted directly. They were
selected because of their involvement in orphanage tourism in Cambodia, articles that were published
by them or because they were recommended by others. The interviews were all conducted during the
fieldwork in Cambodia, one through Skype. The other four interviews took place in an office and
cafés, all chosen by the interviewees.

Besides the semi-structured interviews, another research method used are field notes. These
are notes made during the fieldwork in Cambodia. The notes were kept in the form of a diary. Each
day of the field work, when something useful for the research happened, this was written in a Word
document. The diary consists of observations and notes made during the interviews, conversations
about orphanages with volunteers, tourists and locals and additional research on the internet about
orphanage tourism in Cambodia.

All face-to-face interviews were recorded with a digital voice recorder. After the interviews
took place, they were transcribed verbatim into a Word document. When all the interviews were
transcribed, they were analyzed by using a coding process. During this process, the interviews as well
as the field notes were scanned to find key themes or patterns that occurred in multiple interviews.
Based on these key themes, the interviews were divided and compared to each other and to the field
notes. This resulted in a summary of each theme, in which the main findings of this theme, the
differences and the similarities between respondents are explained. Quotes are used to illustrate these
findings more clearly. The final stage of the analysis was to compare the main findings of this research
with the literature study that was conducted. Based on the previous analysis, this research is ended
with the final conclusions and recommendations.
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4.6 Limitations and ethical considerations
The research methods used in this research have some limitations that need to be taken into account.
Because there hasn’t been a lot of academic research conducted on orphanage tourism, the literature
review is partly based on reports by NGOs and media articles. These articles are not necessarily
reliable, which needs to be taken into consideration.

Orphanage tourism receives quite some attention in the international media, in which mostly
the negative impacts of this form of tourism are mentioned. This could have an effect on the
respondents of this research. When volunteers are aware of this negative attention, it is possible that
they provide answers which they believe are most desirable and don’t disrepute themselves. They try
to answer according to social norms. The anonymity of the volunteers in this research however tries to
reassure them to speak more freely.

Another limitation of a qualitative approach is the subjectivity of the researcher and her
influence on the respondents. The results of the research could be influenced by the researcher's
biases. The researcher could also unconsciously reflect her personal views on the interviewees, which
could affect the volunteers’ responses.

This research used Facebook pages of volunteer sending organizations to select respondents
for the interviews. International volunteers who don’t use Facebook, who don’t post on any of the
Facebook pages that were used in selecting the respondents or who don’t book their volunteer work
through a sending organization are automatically excluded from this research. The outcomes of the
research can therefore not be generalized to all international volunteers.

Another reason why the findings cannot be generalized is the number of interviews that were
conducted. With a total of 20 respondents, this research will not cover the whole field. It will however
cover a substantial part of the orphanage tourism industry and this research will therefore reveal some
important aspects of orphanage tourism.

When contacting the volunteers, information about the goal of the research was given, together
with information on what the content of the interview would look like. The interviews took place at a
location where the interviewee felt comfortable. Opinions of the respondents were respected and they
were given the opportunity to not respond if they didn’t want to or withdraw answers they had given.
All respondents of the research will be informed on the outcomes of the research.
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5. Current situation orphanage tourism Cambodia
To gain a better insight into the current situation in orphanages in Cambodia, five key- informants are
interviewed. These people are all involved in orphanage tourism in Cambodia, whether working for an
organization or as an individual consultant. Besides the interviews with the key- informants, the field
notes that are written during the fieldwork in Cambodia are used to describe the current situation.

The five key- informants who are interviewed are shortly introduced in the methodology. The
first one is James Farley, who works for the NGO Friends-International in Cambodia. Sarah Rhodes is
the second key-informant, who works for ConCERT (Connecting Communities, Environment &
Responsible Tourism) Cambodia, a social enterprise. Amy McLoughlin is the co-founder of Ayana
Journeys in Cambodia, a small responsible travel company. Anna McKeon is the fourth key-informant
interviewed for this research, and works as a communication consultant. Currently she is involved in
the project Better Volunteering, Better Care. The last key-person is Tessa Boudrie, a child protection
specialist who works as a consultant for different organizations, NGOs and governments. She is
currently also involved in the Better Volunteering, Better Care project.

When asking about the number of orphanages currently in Cambodia, James Farley says there
are about 600, according to UNICEF and the MoSVY. Formally, orphanages need to register with
MoSVY, but half of the orphanages aren’t registered. In 2011, after the publication of the MoSVY
study on residential care in Cambodia, the ministry decided not to approve and open any more
orphanages. The problem however is that many orphanages register with different ministries, for
example the Ministry of Education or the Ministry of Interior, which have different rules. Even the
provincial level can give permission to open up an orphanage, which makes the number of orphanages
still grow (James Farley, Friends-International, July 27th 2015).

When talking about orphanages in Cambodia and the main negative issues with these, the keyinformants mention the children not actually being orphans is the main issue. Most children in
residential care centers are children from poor families. There are many corrupt centers, set up to make
money. “And then that involves children being separated from their families, unnecessarily living in
residential centers” (James Farley, Friends-International, July 27th 2015) The key-informants all agree
a child should grow up in a family environment and not in an institution. Growing up in an orphanage
can have a negative impact on a child’s life, as their brains will develop differently and they will
integrate less easily into a community after leaving the institution (Tessa Boudrie, August 27th 2015).
Alternative care, such as foster care or community-based care is always a better option than residential
care, which should only be used as a last resort. James Farley refers to Europe, where orphanages
ceased to exist. He believes residential care centers as such are the problem. They don’t need to exist.
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Anna McKeon thinks the biggest negative issue with orphanages in Cambodia is that these centers
receive little government funding. Therefore, they solely rely on international individuals, volunteers
and funding. However, this money that comes in from the outside isn’t going to the right place. By
donating money and volunteering in orphanages, these people support a form of care that can be very
harmful for a child. Anna believes many donors don’t know that there are other options of care that
they can support, such as foster care:
“(…) one of the challenges is that some of these types of care are around but they are not
formalized, so for example kinship care is very common in this part of the world, if a child
can’t live with their parents they can maybe go and live with relatives (…). And I think what
can happen then is that people that come from outside think these systems are not there
because they are informal and not state run. Therefore they turn straight to a residential care
option because they assume that there are no other options for the kids, and also maybe not
have an understanding of how care systems work” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).

According to the key-informants, volunteers can also have a negative influence by volunteering in
orphanages. Because many orphanages allow unskilled, untrained, young volunteers to interact with
children directly, without performing background checks or a child protection policy in place, they put
children in the orphanage at risk. They can become victims of abuse and vulnerable to attachment
disorders.

All the key-informants are in a way, directly or indirectly, contacted by volunteers or tourists.
There are still many people who want to volunteer with children or in an orphanage or want to visit
one during their holiday. Tessa Boudrie, who is also involved in the website Orphanages.no, mentions
how they are contacted every day by people asking if Orphanages.no can recommend a good
orphanage to visit. Sarah Rhodes describes the same situation in which she is asked to recommend an
orphanage to a tourist. The key-informants try to inform these tourists about the situation in Cambodia
and recommend them to not visit an orphanage: “(…) I said if any orphanage is quite willing to open
their door to you with not too many questions, then do think about the impact it has on the children
that are living there (…)” (Sarah Rhodes, ConCERT, August 13th 2015). A conversation with a tuktukdriver in Cambodia reveals that many tourists still ask tuk-tukdrivers to take them to an orphanage.
According to this driver there are only two genuine orphanages in Phnom Penh, the others are just set
up to make money. Other tuk-tukdrivers also collaborate with orphanages, by receiving some sort of
commission when taking someone to the orphanage (Field notes, July 10th 2015). Above situations
show that orphanage tourism still exists very clearly in Cambodia, even though this form of tourism
received a lot of negative media attention the last few years. There are however also tourists and
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volunteer organizations contacting the key-informants about more information on the situation,
because they realize something is wrong.
The key-informants are asked why they think it’s Cambodia where the situation in orphanages
got so out of control. Tessa Boudrie believes it’s because dependency is a big part of the Cambodian
culture. Also the lack of rules until now is for Tessa Boudrie, Sarah Rhodes and James Farley the
reason they think Cambodia is in this situation. Now however, the key-informants are all quite positive
about the Cambodian government, because they see the government actually wants to change the
situation for the better and is making efforts to do so. Anna McKeon explains how it’s not just
Cambodia where orphanage tourism is this big:
“It’s not just Cambodia. Thailand has similar challenges and Vietnam too, Indonesia and
Nepal, India. And in Africa, Ghana, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, South Africa, Kenya, I can
keep going, so it’s not just Cambodia. I think in Cambodia there’s been more media attached
to it (…). The 2011 study by the government was also really important for this issue in
Cambodia, and as far as I know there are not that many studies like that from other countries
(…)” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).

James Farley believes orphanage tourism is more promoted in Cambodia than in other countries, with
even tuk-tuks having signs of orphanage tours. According to Anna McKeon, it’s mainly because of the
availability of data and advocacy against orphanage tourism that Cambodia receives more attention
than other countries. The key-informants are asked if they notice any changes since all this media
attention for orphanage tourism in Cambodia. Tessa Boudrie believes there are some small-scale
changes happening, for example international schools that don’t help in orphanages anymore. But
because there are people making money with this form of tourism, it still continues: “(…) because
there is still a lot of money involved on both sides of the organization, that sends volunteers out as well
as the side of the orphanages, it still proves to be interesting” (Tessa Boudrie, August 27th 2015).
Anna McKeon admits she hasn’t really noticed any positive changes, because the number of
orphanages only continued to grow over the past few years. She does however believe that there is
more awareness of orphanage tourism and the negative impacts of it: “Gradually, the issue is
becoming more mainstream. (…). But then, people have been working on this for like ten years, it’s
slow. But every Guardian article that goes out, every documentary, every Master’s thesis, every… It is
helping” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015). James Farley mentions that because of all the negative
media-attention, foster care is becoming more available and formalized in Cambodia. FriendsInternational also noticed changes after their first campaign against orphanage tourism, “Children are
not tourist attractions”. They see how there is much more awareness, not only amongst tourists, but
also amongst orphanage directors. They recognize the critical attention that is given to them and to
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what they do. Therefore, they look for alternatives and try to “move away from being an orphanage
into being something else”, for example a day care center or a community center (James Farley,
Friends-International, July 27th 2015). Amy McLoughlin hasn’t really noticed any major changes
amongst tourists since all the media attention and campaigns against orphanage tourism:
“Often these campaigns are only noticed by the people that understand them unfortunately.
(…) you still meet people who are here for a few weeks and they’ve completely not even seen
it, even though the messages are all around them. They don’t want to see it maybe” (Amy
McLoughlin, Ayana Journeys, August 17th 2015).

This is also concluded from the conversations that are held with tourists during the fieldwork in
Cambodia. Most tourists know that there are many Western people coming to Cambodia to volunteer
in an orphanage, and believe they do this with the best intentions. They are however not aware of all
the negative impacts of this form of tourism. Some of them were even thinking of visiting an
orphanage, but mentioned they would never visit one at home (Field notes, August 29th, 2015).

All key-informants see the media attention for orphanage tourism as something positive and
important. They all want people to become more aware of the situation in orphanages and believe the
publicity and campaigns can make this happen. Only then this form of tourism will stop: “So we need
to keep letting people know you are quite possibly being taking advantage of, your good nature is
being taken advantage of, you are being scammed. And you’re damaging children in the process,
don’t do it” (James Farley, Friends-International, July 27th 2015). Sarah Rhodes however expresses
her concerns about orphanages being shut down. She worries about the consequences of this:
“(…) thinking if they were ever successful in shutting down some of these dodgy operations,
then what would happen? So I think we need to think about that before getting too carried
away and making sure that the repercussions of doing something we think is good are not
going to end up causing a bigger problem” (Sarah Rhodes, ConCERT, August 13th 2015).

Speaking to an orphanage director during the fieldwork, this concern is also noticed. The director tells
how all the bad news about orphanages in Cambodia hasn’t done the orphanage any good. He receives
less volunteers, less donations and many children in the orphanage are sent back home to one of their
family members. He doesn’t believe this is necessarily a good thing, because the children are
sometimes better off in an orphanage, when their parents are abusive or alcohol addicts. The director
also mentions how organizations such as UNICEF and Friends-International, who campaign against
orphanage tourism, need to involve orphanages. None of these organizations has ever visited or
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contacted him. They only spread negative news, but are not clear in what they exactly want from him
and do not offer alternatives to him (Field notes, August 4th 2015).

When looking at the future of orphanage tourism, James Farley has a clear view on this. He
believes this form of tourism will be gone in a few years:
“I think the end is neigh for orphanage tourism. In 5 years I think it will be gone, I think it will
just collapse. (…). So I think as the message keeps going out, this is bad, this is damaging for
children, it’s separating…I keep coming back to this, it’s unnecessarily separating children
from their moms. Why would anyone want to be part of that?” (James Farley, FriendsInternational, July 27th 2015).

James thinks the collapse in orphanage tourism will be due to a decrease in demand. Because of all the
media attention, people will start to realize it’s not something you do, it’s not a good thing to work in
an orphanage and it will only cause problems. Until it reaches that point, Friends-International will
continue to campaign against orphanage tourism.
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6. Performing the volunteer work
The main findings of the interviews with the fifteen international volunteers and five experts will be
covered in the following five chapters. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, the interviews are
analyzed according to different topics. The results will therefore also be discussed per topic. The
motivations to volunteer, the expectations, experience and contribution of the volunteer will be
covered in this chapter. Other themes that will be addressed in the following chapters are the role of
the sending organization according to volunteers and experts and the knowledge and perception of
volunteers on orphanage tourism. These themes cover the sub-questions of this research. Quotations
from the interviews with volunteers and key-informants are used to clarify some of the results.

6.1 Type of volunteer work
In the literature review it is said that volunteers regularly lack the skills and experience that are
necessary to perform the volunteer work properly (Guttentag, 2011). Therefore, this chapter will start
with introducing the type of volunteer work the interviewees have performed, together with their prior
experience in this field of work.

Table 3 shows the volunteer work that the 15 volunteers have performed at the orphanage in
Cambodia. The volunteer work that most volunteers chose to engage in is teaching English. In total,
ten volunteers taught English to children in the orphanage. Some of these volunteers taught a class by
themselves, others together with another volunteer. After teaching, childcare is the most popular type
of volunteer work performed by the volunteers. Four volunteers chose a childcare project. Three of
these volunteers, volunteer1, 5 and 14 volunteered in an orphanage for disabled people, which
involved working with physically as well as mentally disabled children and (including) adults. The
other volunteer who performed childcare, volunteer4, volunteered in an orphanage for babies and
children under five years old. These four volunteers helped out the local staff with the basic care of the
children in the orphanage. This included preparing food, changing nappies, feeding, washing, and
playing games with the children. A lot of the volunteers who signed up for a teaching project ended up
doing childcare tasks as well. Volunteer6 is the only volunteer who performed construction and
renovation work in an orphanage. He went to Cambodia as a volunteer coordinator, together with a
group of volunteers. At the orphanage, their volunteer work included tasks such as painting the
orphanage building and constructing paths and dams. This volunteer was the only one who wasn’t too
much involved in working with children directly.

Table 3 also shows if the volunteers have any prior experience in the field they are performing
the volunteer work in. Of the volunteers who taught English in the orphanage, only two had previous
experience in teaching before starting the volunteer work. Two other volunteers were doing an online
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course in teaching while volunteering at the same time and the others didn’t have any experience.
Volunteer14 is the only volunteer who had experience in care work, as she works as an occupational
therapist in mental health. However, she initially didn’t want to perform this type of volunteer work,
because she wanted to have a break from her normal life and do something completely different. That
is why she wanted to teach English, in which she didn’t have any experience. She did however choose
for a childcare project, as she believed this would cover a more wide range of tasks, including
teaching. The other volunteers who signed up for a childcare project had some basic experience with
children, such as babysitting, but didn’t have experience in working with babies or with vulnerable
(disabled) children. According to key-informant Amy McLoughlin, not having experience with
children or in teaching doesn’t make you the best person to volunteer in an orphanage:
“I’m English, but I couldn’t teach English as a foreign language, because I don’t have the
right skills and training and it’s pretty difficult. And I don’t have experience with children, so I
wouldn’t necessarily be the best person to come and do that” (Amy McLoughlin, Ayana
Journeys, August 17th 2015).

Table 3 Volunteer work and experience

Volunteer

Type of volunteer work

Prior experience

Vol1
Vol2
Vol3
Vol4
Vol5
Vol6
Vol7, Vol8
Vol9
Vol10
Vol11
Vol12
Vol13
Vol14
Vol15

Childcare
Teaching English
Teaching English
Childcare
Childcare
Construction and renovation
Teaching English
Teaching English
Teaching English
Teaching English
Teaching English
Teaching English
Childcare
Teaching English

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Above table clearly shows most volunteers don’t have any experience before starting the volunteer
work. A few of the interviewed key-informants believe one of the negative issues with volunteers in
orphanages is that they are often unskilled and untrained in working with children. Amy McLoughlin
thinks this is the fault of volunteer sending organizations, who accept volunteers without them having
any experience. The volunteers indeed mention that the orphanage or the volunteer sending
organizations, where they book their volunteer work, don’t ask for any particular skills or experience
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from them. When volunteers apply for the volunteer work with the volunteer sending organization,
they usually have to fill out an application form in which they explain their motivation to volunteer
and mention any relevant experience. Some volunteer sending organizations also ask volunteers to
send their curriculum vitae. These are however standard procedures. Even before applying, volunteer
sending organizations make it clear to volunteers if they do or don’t require any experience from them.
Volunteer12 explains: “(…) they kind of made it seem like you were applying for something with the
chance of not getting in, but it was very clear that you’ll get in. As long as you’re not a criminal,
you’re fine” (Vol12, personal communication). Most volunteers do have some experience in working
with children, such as babysitting. They however don’t believe they would be turned down by the
volunteer sending organization if they didn’t have this prior experience: “(…) I think it was more
about, maybe more about motivations, but I don’t feel as if people get rejected often” (Vol10, personal
communication).

Besides performing the volunteer work, all fifteen volunteers traveled during their time in
Cambodia. A part of the volunteers traveled during the weekends with other volunteers, when they had
time off from the volunteer work. Others didn’t go straight home after the volunteer work finished, but
stayed in Cambodia to travel the country. Most volunteers mention performing the volunteer work was
their initial reason to come to Cambodia, and the volunteer work offered the opportunity to travel the
country as well.

6.2 Motivations
One of the sub-questions of this research is what motivates people to volunteer, why they choose to
volunteer in Cambodia and want to perform this volunteer work in an orphanage. These questions are
important, as they will contribute to reaching the main goal of this research. The results will show if
volunteers have altruistic or self-interest motivations to be involved in orphanage tourism and if they
take the situation in Cambodia into consideration.

6.2.1 Volunteer work in general
When analyzing the interviews with volunteers, a few different motivations to volunteer can be
identified. These can be divided into altruistic and self-interest motivations. Most volunteers mention
both of these as motivations to volunteer. The first altruistic motivation that is repeatedly mentioned is
the need to help others. The volunteers believe that help is needed in Cambodia and that they are able
to provide this help. They want to make a difference in the country. Another motivation to participate
in voluntourism is that it offers the opportunity of traveling through a country as well as contributing
something. This combination of working and traveling is something that appealed most volunteers and
includes an altruistic as well as a self-interest motivation. “I’ve always been interested in traveling, so
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(…) it had bots aspects for me. I really wanted to see Cambodia but I really wanted to do something
worthwhile with my summer” (Vol10, personal communication). Also for volunteer9 this is the main
motivation to volunteer: “(…) I love volunteering, so I was like okay, I want to go abroad, I want to
see something new. I want to travel, and still volunteering. Trying to make a difference” (Vol9,
personal communication). A self-interest motivation that is mentioned by a few volunteers are the
university credits they receive for doing volunteer work abroad. Their study program offers the
opportunity to volunteer, and one of the volunteers even received a scholarship to go abroad and
volunteer. The motivation of self-development was only mentioned by one volunteer as a main
motivation to volunteer:
“(…) it was more for me. I went because I wanted to do something completely out of my
comfort zone and I was hoping to learn more about myself, and just have this amazing
experience. Obviously you know to help the kids as well, but to be perfectly honest it was more
about me” (Vol14, personal communication).

6.2.2 Volunteer work in Cambodia
Most volunteers didn’t decide to volunteer in Cambodia before they picked an organization they
wanted to volunteer with. Based on what countries this particular organization had to offer, they chose
Cambodia. The main reason why volunteers choose to volunteer in Cambodia is because of the history
of the country. They want to learn more about it or feel that because of this history, Cambodia needs
volunteers:
“(…) a country that needed a lot of help, and I picked Cambodia when I read about their
genocide and how they were still recovering from that. So I picked Cambodia because I felt
they were, this sounds a bit wrong, but a little bit more in need than other countries that were
on their website” (Vol5, personal communication).
“I guess I felt like I had more to give in a country like this than I did in Australia” (Vol11,
personal communication).
A few of the interviewees didn’t necessarily choose the country, but were appealed to a certain
volunteer project. Because of the availability of this project in Cambodia, they volunteered in this
country. Other motivations to go to Cambodia are previous travel experience in the country or
recommendations of friends.
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6.2.3. Volunteer work in an orphanage
Volunteers are in different ways motivated to volunteer in an orphanage. The most important one is
that volunteer sending organizations don’t ask for any skills or experience from volunteers when
applying for volunteer work in an orphanage. Many of the volunteers don’t have any work experience
or haven’t finished their studies yet. Therefore, volunteer work in an orphanage is the only option for
them and they believe they can be of most use in this setting. “(…) I am studying business so I
couldn’t really do much in any field rather than taking care of kids (…)” (Vol7, personal
communication). Anna McKeon, one of the key-informants who is interviewed, agrees that volunteers
probably feel most useful in an orphanage setting and therefore choose to volunteer in one:
“And also especially for students and young people, maybe they feel that’s an area they have
skills, if they have done babysitting or if they have done anything like support work or
volunteering in their home community that has to do with kids. And so they feel like, oh maybe
that’s an area that I can transfer something, because as an 18 year old they probably don’t
feel like there are as many areas where they can offer something that is really valuable”
(Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).

Other volunteers are attracted to an orphanage because they think that is where help is most needed.
“(…) to me those kids are more in need of the love and care of a volunteer than someone who is in
school, (…) I want to be there to provide support and love and friendship” (Vol13, personal
communication). Not all volunteers specifically choose to volunteer in an orphanage. Some of them
got placed in an orphanage, but actually applied for a teaching program, without knowing where they
were going to end up.

6.3 Expectations
In the interviews, the volunteers are asked about their expectations of the volunteer work. Having
realistic expectations of the volunteer work is important, otherwise the volunteers could possibly be
disappointed if the actual experience doesn’t meet their expectations. Besides their expectations, this
part will also look at who played a role in forming the expectations, and what the volunteers believe
they can personally contribute to the orphanage while performing the volunteer work.
The majority of the volunteers mention they didn’t have any expectations of the volunteer
work before they started it: “I tried not to have too many expectations to be honest, because I didn’t
want to build something up in my mind and then be disappointed or surprised when I got there”
(Vol3, personal communication). The reason that volunteers don’t have expectations is because they
aren’t sure what to expect of it or because they are afraid to be dissatisfied when their expectations are
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too high. That’s why most of them go into it with an ‘open mind’. It is however not sure if they really
didn’t have any expectations, because they are questioned during or after the volunteer work. It might
be possible that they do have expectations, but do not want to share these. Looking at the conflicts
during the volunteer work later, it becomes clear that some of them had some issues during the
volunteer work. This could show that their unspoken expectations clash with the reality. For the few
volunteers that do mention having expectations, these expectations were quite high. Besides taking
care or playing with children, volunteers also teach English to the children in orphanages. Especially
the volunteers who performed the latter type of volunteer work mentioned they expected to be able to
make a difference and improve the English level of the children. Volunteer4 and 6 both knew what to
expect in terms of their daily schedule. They knew what their day was going to look like and what
kind of work they exactly were going to perform.

Volunteer sending organizations and previous volunteers are the main contributors in forming
the expectations of volunteers. The organizations try to paint a picture of the volunteer work and
provide the volunteers with basic information about the volunteer work and a daily schedule. Anna
McKeon also believes volunteer sending organizations should take on the responsibility of setting
expectations for volunteers: “(…) enough information before the volunteer leaves their home country
is, setting expectations, is really important. What they are going to be doing, what they are likely to be
involved, what they can and can’t do. Setting boundaries, expectations of behavior (…)” (Anna
KcKeon, personal communication).
However, for some volunteers who state they didn’t have any expectations, the volunteer
sending organization is also partly responsible. A few organizations only inform the volunteers a
couple of days before they leave about their exact placement, based on where the need is. Therefore it
is difficult for the volunteers to form expectations of the volunteer work. Vol5 explains how this made
her question her own ability:
“Well, you only find out your placement a week before you’re due to fly out, so I only knew a
week before. So I was a little bit apprehensive just because I didn’t know, just because I didn’t
work with disabled children before. I thought; am I going to be able to help? (…) So that was
a bit hard” (Vol5, personal communication).

Information from previous volunteers is also important in forming expectations. Contact with previous
volunteers is sought through the Facebook pages of volunteer sending organizations. On these pages,
questions are asked about the volunteer work, what to expect from it and to get in touch with people
who are going to volunteer at the same time and at the same place.
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Volunteers have different views on what they believe they can contribute. Many volunteers
mention that they want to teach the children something, for example they want to contribute in
improving their English. What is also repeatedly mentioned is that volunteers want to make sure the
children have fun and feel happy whilst they are there. They want to introduce new games and lesson
materials to the children and break them out of their everyday routine. Because most volunteers are
performing the volunteer work for a short period of time, a few of them realize that their long-term
contribution isn’t going to be a lot: “I know that I couldn’t achieve too much in a long-term sense,
because I was only there for three weeks, but I wanted to at least make them happy and learn them at
least something” (Vol9, personal communication). Vol13 is the only volunteer who speaks about the
contribution of a cross-cultural understanding and an experience that is mutually beneficial:
“(…) I knew I couldn’t make a big difference in two weeks, but I was hoping to form
connections with the children and with the people that work at the orphanage. Learn about
their culture as well as share information about American culture and collaborate in a way
that benefited both me and the kids at the orphanage” (Vol13, personal communication).

Volunteer6 believes it is mainly the money that he pays for the volunteer work that is going to
contribute, rather than the actual work that he performed: “(…) with that intention [to contribute
something] is why you go there. And eventually the goal is different. The goal is, to put it bluntly, that
you bring in money, because you are an income of money for them (…)” (Vol6, personal
communication).

6.4 Conflicts
When the volunteers are asked if they are confronted with any difficulties or conflicts during the
volunteer work, most of them say there didn’t occur any. It is however a natural response to dismiss
any conflicts. However, when talking about other issues, some of the difficulties came to light. For
example when talking about the volunteer sending organization, some volunteers expressed their
problems with this organization. The findings related to the volunteer sending organization will be
discussed in chapter 8.

The volunteers are in general very satisfied about the volunteer work itself and didn’t
experience any conflicts. However, of the volunteers who did have some troubles, two of them had
such major difficulties that it resulted in them switching or leaving their volunteer placement. Vol1
volunteered in a children’s day care center for a week when switching to an orphanage. She didn’t feel
comfortable at the day care center, as the children were very aggressive and she couldn’t communicate
with the teachers. Vol12 left the orphanage she volunteered at after a few months. “Just being kind of
isolated, no volunteers, nobody really asking what’s going on. And then the schedule, not having the
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kids in class, that was really hard to do a day by day thing. (…). And definitely the lack of structure”
(Vol12, personal communication). She also had difficulties with other short-term volunteers, who
came in for a few days and didn’t do much or had their own ideas about the teaching, without listening
to other volunteers who were already teaching for a longer period.

Another difficulty that volunteers are confronted with is the language barrier. None of the
volunteers speak Khmer, and staff members of the orphanage often speak little English, which makes
the communication difficult. This lack of knowledge of the Khmer language is what makes one of the
key-informants who is interviewed question the real contribution of volunteers:
“What they’ve got to offer, (…) they can’t speak the language is really fundamental. They
can’t speak the same language as the people, the families and the kids in the country where
they are working. So what you are going to be able to do is very limited” (James Farley,
Friends-International, July 27th 2015).

Tessa Boudrie explains why she thinks the lack of knowledge about the language and the country
volunteers work in makes volunteer work more effective in their own country:
“It doesn’t necessarily always have to be far away, especially because often you don’t know
the culture, don’t speak the language, can’t really help because you’re not a member of that
society. So I think volunteer work in your own country is always better” (Tessa Boudrie,
August 27th 2015).

Even though the language barrier made communication between volunteers and local people difficult,
the cooperation with other volunteers and staff however went generally pretty good. Still, two of the
fifteen volunteers mention they had problems with the staff of the orphanage, and believed that they
weren’t giving the children the care they needed. A few volunteers also mention they struggled with
the heat. Because it was so hot during the day, the children couldn’t concentrate and teaching was
difficult.

The lack of structure as mentioned by volunteer12 is also referred to by others. In a few cases,
there is no structure applied by the orphanage. Because of this, volunteers are not well prepared, don’t
have a schedule and are uninformed about what to teach to the children. Therefore they have to figure
a lot of things out for themselves or through previous volunteers. The lack of structure was not only a
problem for the volunteers themselves, as mentioned by volunteer3: “(…) there wasn’t a written out
structure of how the day should be. And that is something that I struggled with while I was there,
because I feel that there should be a structure, so that there is continuity for them [the children]”
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(Vol3, personal communication). Because there is a constant flow of volunteers in many of the
orphanages, the lack of structure can have a negative impact on the children. The children repeatedly
have to get used to new volunteers, who do things their own way.

6.5 Rules
As is seen in the literature review, some of the issues with orphanage tourism have to do with the
rules, or better, the lack of these. It is said that because many orphanages or volunteer sending
organizations don’t require background checks or certificates of good conduct of their volunteers,
anyone is able to volunteer, which might expose the children to dangers (Verstraete, 2014). Other rules
that some organizations find important for the protection of the children are clothing regulations of
volunteers and the existence and compliance with a Child Protection Policy.

When the key-informants are asked about the negative issues with orphanages in Cambodia,
most of them mention not performing background checks as one of the main issues:
“If a program is badly managed, the kids don’t really learn anything, they learn the same
every week plus you are still increasing the risk to kids by bringing people into their lives
without (…) background checks, you’re just increasing the risk of abuse for kids. You’re
normalizing unregulated access to children” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).
“Quite a lot of them don’t have a child protection policy, there are no background checks that
can be completed against these people if they are from a different country” (James Farley,
Friends-International, July 27th 2015).
“(…) a lot of people don’t go through the right police checks and they’re coming in and out”
(Amy McLoughlin, Ayana Journeys, August 17th 2015).

The majority of the volunteers interviewed needed a police background check, which was asked by the
volunteer sending organization. However, still five volunteers could perform the volunteer work
without having a check done. A few volunteers mention they had to send the background check to the
volunteer sending organization and also had to bring it with them to Cambodia. When arriving at the
orphanage, some of them needed to show it to the staff of the orphanage as well, while others didn’t
need to show it. It is however possible that the volunteer sending organization already sent the
background checks to the orphanage.
There are a few volunteer sending organizations that feel responsible for protecting the
children, adults and volunteers they work with. Therefore, they set out certain guidelines in their Child
and Vulnerable Adult Protection Policy or Child Protection Policy. These policies apply to everyone
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involved in the volunteer work, including the particular orphanage in Cambodia. About half of the
volunteers remember they signed a Child Protection Policy. A small part of these volunteers signed the
policy that was set up by the volunteer sending organization. The others mention they signed it in
Cambodia at the orphanage they volunteered at. It seems like most volunteers don’t attach great
importance to the policy, as many of them don’t recall signing one. When asked about the specific
guidelines in the policy, not many volunteers are exactly aware of these. To them, it is just another
form they had to sign. There are however volunteers that do remember a few guidelines in the policy:
“A lot of things about not taking pictures without asking, no sexual contacts, that sort of things. No
inappropriate use of language, pretty obvious things” (Vol4, personal communication). Volunteer5
even selected the volunteer sending organization based on the child protection policy they had.

When talking about the rules during the volunteer work, the volunteers are asked if there are
any clothing regulations when working in the orphanage. Almost all volunteers mention there are rules
regarding the clothes they have to wear. Their shoulders and knees have to be covered. These rules are
mainly passed onto the volunteers by the volunteer sending organization or the local organization, and
not by the orphanage itself. Some volunteers even mention that the orphanage itself didn’t really care
what kind of clothes they wore: “(…) with this particular orphanage, once we got there, we were told
that it wasn’t really an issue. So you could just wear whatever, which was quite helpful because it was
so hot” (Vol14, personal communication). Even though some of the orphanages don’t enforce the
rules set up by the volunteer sending organization, volunteers do cover their knees and shoulders out
of respect, because they believe it is a part of the Cambodian culture. “(…) it’s more out of respect I
cover myself completely (…)” (Vol11, personal communication). “(…) we had to cover our shoulders
and knees, but that was just what our local organization told us and I don’t know if the particular
orphanage really minded, but out of respect that is how we commonly dress every day” (Vol9,
personal communication). Volunteer12 expresses her worries about rules that are not followed:
“Yeah you had to have your knees covered and your shoulders covered, but that wasn’t really
enforced either. I always told the new volunteers to do that, no matter what (…) a lot of it is
passed through by word of mouth by the other volunteers. That’s why it freaks me out if
someone came there and there’s no volunteer there, you don’t know how it is” (Vol12,
personal communication).
A term that comes across in the literature review of this research is ‘voluntourism porn’, which
describes photographs that focus on the relationship between the volunteer and others. The
photographs are used by volunteers and by volunteer sending organizations to attract volunteers. There
is however lots of criticism about these photographs. Volunteers use these kind of images to put on
social media pages such as Facebook, to show how they are doing good. Critics say that volunteers are
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doing it because they want to feel good about themselves, rather than actually wanting to help the
other. Volunteer11 explains: “And I think a lot of foreigners come here and take photos with these
children and put it on social media just to make themselves feel better. I think that’s a huge negative
impact on Cambodia” (Vol11, personal communication). Because of this issue, the volunteers are
asked if there are any rules in the orphanage regarding photographs and the taking of these. All the
volunteers interviewed were allowed to take pictures during the volunteer work. Some of them
however mention they needed to ask for permission before taking a photo. In a few cases, there were
some rules, as mentioned by volunteer8: “We are allowed to take pictures, but just not under some
conditions. Not where the kids sleep, not where they shower” (Vol8, personal communication). There
is one orphanage that didn’t allow volunteers to take photographs. However, similar to the clothing
regulations, these rules are not enforced. Volunteer5 volunteered in an orphanage for disabled
children, where it is not allowed to take photographs: “(…) they are really strict about no photos,
because they were really worried about people putting them up and ridiculing the children” (Vol5,
personal communication). Later on in the interview, she mentions it was possible to take photos: “You
could take pictures on your last day. They understood that obviously you wanted something to
remember them by” (Vol5, personal communication). It is clear that none of the orphanages has really
strict rules regarding photographs, as all volunteers are able to take photos of the children.
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7. Experience
When talking about the overall experience of the volunteers, everyone mentions the volunteer work
was in some way a positive experience. It was positive because they enjoyed the type of volunteer
work or because they learned something from it: “So overall I really appreciated the experience, I
really learned a lot about how to be flexible in teaching and having to use a minimal amount of
supplies in a creative way in order to keep the kids engaged” (Vol13, personal communication). For
other volunteers, the experience was positive because of the bond they created with the children, the
staff and other volunteers: “Family, I would say the word family. Because you get so close really
quickly” (Vol2, personal communication). The overall positive experience of volunteers corresponds
to how Tessa Boudrie sees the experience of volunteers:
“For the volunteers, the experience in an orphanage is probably always fantastic (…) People
think they are doing a good job and that the children are very happy with their help (…) that
is for them of course a successful experience. But that doesn’t say it was a successful
experience for the receiving party as well” (Tessa Boudrie, August 27th 2015).

The positive aspects of the experience that are pointed out by the volunteers are mainly the effects it
had on themselves. Their personal contribution or the effects they had on the children are barely
mentioned as one of the positive aspects of the experience. Volunteer3 is the only one who brings up
her positive influence when asked about her overall experience: “Overall, I do feel that my time spent
there was beneficial, from the point of view that having volunteers at the orphanage improves the
childrens’ English” (Vol3, personal communication). Volunteer10 acknowledges that her experience
wasn’t positive, but was still glad she did it, as it made her realize how the whole volunteering
industry works.

Even though all volunteers view their experience as a positive one, the majority would not go
back to the same orphanage to volunteer again. They see it as an experience on its own, and would
rather volunteer somewhere else in the future. Three volunteers are however staying in contact with
the orphanage, as they are going to donate money or send supplies to them from their home country.

7.1 Experience = expectations?
In the previous chapter, the expectations of the volunteers are discussed. Because all volunteers view
their experience as positive, it could be argued that their actual experience was always better than what
they had expected. However, this turns out not to be true. Three volunteers say their experience of the
volunteer work is like they imagined it to be before they started, so their experience meets their
expectations. The other volunteers all believe that the experience didn’t exactly meet their
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expectations of it. This is striking, because most volunteers mention they didn’t have any expectations
of the volunteer work. It could however be possible that, by receiving information about the volunteer
work through the volunteer sending organization, they unknowingly formed some expectations.
That the outcome of the volunteer work wasn’t what the volunteers expected of it, isn’t
necessarily a bad thing. Volunteers 7 and 8 expected the kids in the orphanage to be better off, as they
thought there were going to be more children and more volunteers than there actually were. Another
volunteer says it was more culture-shocking than she expected it to be and a few others expected more
and a better structure. Several volunteers mention they had higher expectations of the work itself and
thought they were able to teach more than they actually did:
“But, I thought there would be more teaching of English. (…) So from that point of view, it
was different from what I had originally expected” (Vol3, personal communication).
“(…) I didn’t realize the amount of teaching was so short, it was only a few hours a day”
(Vol13, personal communication).

Above mentioned volunteers all had different experiences of the volunteer work than what they
originally expected of it. But because all volunteers have a positive experience, it seems clear that their
overall experience wasn’t so much influenced by their expectations before. All volunteers ended up
having some kind of positive outcome of the volunteer work, which made their overall experience
positive too, even though it didn’t always meet their expectations.

Volunteer5 believes it is the fault of the volunteer sending organization that her experience
didn’t meet her expectations, because the organization set wrong expectations:
“(…) I felt like they didn’t prepare you enough for what to expect. For example, I signed up
for childcare, but I got placed in a room with adults. Which I don’t mind, but I noticed some
people would feel completely out of their depth with that” (Vol5, personal communication).
This volunteer says that it didn’t influence her experience in a negative way, but believes that other
volunteers might be. It shows how important it is that volunteer sending organization set the right
expectations of the volunteer work.

7.2 Benefits other
Paragraph 6.2 focuses on the expectations of volunteers. Besides the expectations of the volunteer
work, it also looks at what volunteers expect to be able to contribute. This part will focus on if
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volunteers think, after they volunteered, that their presence actually benefited the orphanage or the
children and if they believe they made a difference.

When talking about the contribution volunteers made, all of them believe they made some
kind of contribution. This isn’t always a big one, but everyone thinks that his or her presence in the
orphanage contributed in some way. Some volunteers say they contributed to improving the level of
English of the children in the orphanage. Volunteer7 believes that this will be of great benefit for the
children, because it will be easier for them to get a job if they speak English. Other volunteers think
their presence in the orphanage made the children happy. They had fun with them and gave them love
and attention. The western influence of volunteers is also mentioned as one of the things that will
benefit the children in the orphanage: “So I think they like having somebody that they can achieve to
be. (…). They are really an in-gated community and it’s just amongst themselves, so when you bring
new people in, the integration between western society and Cambodia, I think that’s really beneficial”
(Vol12, personal communication).

When the volunteers are asked if they believe they made a difference in the orphanage they
volunteered in, some of them mention the improvement of the English language as well. Others didn’t
feel that they, as an individual, could make a real difference. Because a lot of the orphanages rely
completely on volunteers, they believe that just being a volunteer, being there, together with other
volunteers, is what makes the difference. Someone for the kids to play with, an extra pair of hands to
help out the staff, improving the children’s English or buying necessities for the orphanage are the
differences volunteers feel they made. A few of the experts who are interviewed believe that
volunteers could contribute something to the children in orphanages. The key-informant of ConCERT
thinks if a native English speaker teaches English in an orphanage, this could definitely be of benefit
to the children. Having the right skills as a volunteer is also seen as a benefit: “if they are social
workers and if they are helping build better care systems, (…) if that’s what their skills are or if they
are skilled in putting children back in with families then I definitely think that’s beneficial” (Amy
McLoughlin, Ayana Journeys, August 17th 2015). The other experts don’t believe volunteers can be of
much benefit in an orphanage, as they don’t think orphanages need to exist and being a volunteer, you
support that form of care: “just the fact that they are sustaining an industry that doesn’t need to exist”
(James Farley, Friends-International, July 27th 2015).
Three of the volunteers didn’t think they made a huge difference because they only
volunteered for a short period of time. They believe that if they would have stayed longer, their
contribution would be larger. The volunteers all describe how it takes a while to get to know the kids
and to get used to a new environment. Volunteer14 explains:
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“(…) the two weeks went by really quickly and at the end of the two weeks I wasn’t ready to
leave. And I felt like in a way you were kind of just getting into it, because it takes a good week
to get your head around how it works and how the structure works and getting to know each
child and what their needs are” (Vol14, personal communication).

These three volunteers all mention that if they would volunteer again in the future, they would prefer
to stay longer than they did this time. Volunteer2 and 11 both feel that the fundraising they are going
to do when returning home is what’s going to make a difference, rather than the actual volunteer work
they performed. Seeing the orphanage and promoting it in their home country will attract money and
sponsors:
“And the difference that I feel I’m going to make being here is actually seeing the orphanage,
so my plans are now to go back to New Zealand and I’m starting to fundraise money. (…) So
my plan is to keep that running and to build sponsors and that way is how I feel I’m going to
make a difference. More than actually teaching them English” (Vol11, personal
communication).
Even though she didn’t believe the actual volunteer work made a difference to the children, she does
feel that she will be able to contribute, because of the funds she is going to raise for the orphanage. All
the volunteers interviewed think they made a difference in their own way, big or small.

7.3 Benefits self
The volunteering experience was for all the interviewees a positive one. A major aspect that
contributed to this positive outcome is that volunteers learned something. The volunteer work
benefited themselves in some way. This part will therefore look at what these benefits for the
volunteer are and if the experience changed them in any way.

Volunteers say that performing the volunteer work gave them confidence. Most of them went
to Cambodia by themselves and for some of them it was their first big trip away from home. In that
way, doing the volunteer work and traveling across the world gave them confidence. A few volunteers
refer to the volunteer work as challenging, and completing it gave them a confidence boost and a
satisfying feeling:
“For me personally… it was quite rewarding. The whole experience altogether was a
challenge, so just day in day out emotionally, mentally and living there with the conditions, it
was all, it wasn’t easy all of the time, so having completed that and come away from it you do
feel that you have succeeded in something” (Vol3, personal communication).
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Other volunteers mention patience as one of the things they learned from the volunteer work. Maturing
and personal growth are also things that are described. Doing the volunteer work made some of the
volunteers realize how much they enjoy volunteering and want to continue doing it in the future.
Because of the interaction with the children in the orphanage, one of the volunteers discovered what
she actually wants to study.

None of the volunteers believe the volunteer work changed them as a person. They do
however believe that it changed their views on certain things. Some of them say the experience
‘opened their eyes’. When saying this, they mainly refer to the cultural differences between Cambodia
and their home country. They realize how they are fortunate to be born where they are born.
Volunteer6 explains: “(…) for quite a lot of people it opened their eyes on how other people live and
that we are fairly privileged here in the Netherlands” (Vol6, personal communication). Volunteers
learn, because of the cultural differences, to put things into perspective back home. Volunteer8
describes how he is going to think about his time in Cambodia when he has to deal with a certain
issue: “Whenever you have a problem or anything, you just realize it’s nothing to compare with what
these people have to deal with” (Vol8, personal communication). Some of the key-informants also
believe that volunteering in an orphanage will benefit the volunteer. The volunteers will see and learn
things they didn’t know about before, and therefore the experience will influence their lives. The keyinformants however don’t necessarily see volunteering in an orphanage as the best way of learning
these things, as it still supports the existence of orphanages. All experts do believe it is beneficial for
volunteers if they go to a developing country with the intention of learning about the country and its
situation, “instead of thinking they can actually contribute” (Tessa Boudrie, August 27th 2015).

An important aspect of the volunteer work that had a major influence on the volunteers is the
mentality of the local people and the children in the orphanage. More than half of the volunteers who
are interviewed describe the children in the orphanage as happy. The volunteers say how the children
in the orphanage are happy with little things, if you give them a little bit of attention or a hug. “These
kids and families who have nothing but yet they are still so happy” (Vol14, personal communication).
“(…) these kids have almost nothing and they are the happiest kids I have ever seen, it’s just so nice to
see that” (Vol9, personal communication). Seeing the children happy, the volunteers learned to be
more appreciative and less judgmental.
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8. Volunteer sending organization
The literature study shows that volunteer sending organizations play an important role in
voluntourism. They play a role in preparing the volunteer, setting expectations for them and
supporting them through and after the volunteer work. This chapter will therefore be dedicated to the
role of the volunteer sending organization according to the interviewees.

8.1 Motivation
Before looking at the role the volunteer sending organization plays for the volunteers, the motivations
of volunteers to choose for a particular organization are discussed. When the 15 interviewed
volunteers are asked why they decide to book the volunteer work with a specific organization, it’s
mainly the price of the volunteer project that is the decisive factor. The interviewed volunteers
compare the prices of different organizations, and decide to book with the cheapest organization. The
second most important motivation of volunteers to choose for an organization are the positive online
reviews. After comparing the prices, volunteers decide to do some research into the organization to see
what people say about it. What is important to volunteers is that organizations seem to be reliable and
legitimate, based on the reviews. Volunteer11 doesn’t believe that you can know for sure whether a
volunteer sending organization is legitimate. This volunteer is the only one who didn’t book her
volunteer work through a volunteer sending organization, but instead directly at the orphanage: “(…) I
don’t believe in paying money to go and volunteer your time. I don’t understand why anyone would be
paying to volunteer, that’s not volunteering” (Vol11, personal communication). Another motivation
that prevailed in the decisions of volunteers is the project which is offered by the sending organization.
They are appealed to this particular volunteer project in an orphanage in Cambodia, which leads to the
decision to choose for the organization that offers this project. Two volunteers are attracted to the
organization because of its goals and ambitions, for example because it is a non-profit organization.
Other reasons of volunteers to book with a certain volunteer sending organization are the familiarity
with the organization or their transparency about where the money that is paid goes to.

8.2 Procedure and preparation in home country
The procedure of booking a volunteer trip is more or less the same with all the volunteer sending
organizations that the interviewees booked with. When the volunteers decided they wanted to
volunteer in an orphanage in Cambodia, they all had to fill out an online application form. In this
form, the volunteers answer questions about themselves, about their motivations to volunteer and their
relevant work experience. After filling out this form, the volunteers hear they are accepted for the
volunteer work. Following this, the volunteers needed to send a few documents to the volunteer
sending organization. These documents varied from organization to organization. A few of them
required a police background check from the volunteers, others only asked for a curriculum vitae.
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Volunteer3 had, besides the online application, a telephone interview with someone from the
organization and needed to send a reference. Before their departure to Cambodia, all volunteers had to
pay the fee for the project to the volunteer sending organization.

In the interviews the volunteers are asked if and how they were prepared for the volunteer
work by the volunteer sending organization. Most volunteers say they received an information packet
of the sending organization as preparation: “(…) a bit of history about Cambodia, the weather, what to
expect in terms of different cultural things, like the food and the people, the currency. (...) how to be
safe while you’re there (…), basic words to learn in Khmer” (Vol14, personal communication). This
packet is however mainly focused on Cambodia and what to expect of the country. A lot of volunteers
mention they are not well prepared for the volunteer work itself. A few of them only heard a few days
before leaving to Cambodia in what orphanage they were going to be placed. For example the
volunteers who volunteered in the disabled people’s orphanage signed up for an orphanage project, but
didn’t know they were going to be working with disabled people. One of these volunteers felt as if she
wasn’t prepared enough by the volunteer sending organization to volunteer in that particular
orphanage. Key-informant Anna McKeon describes the same situation: “And often people booking
through travel agencies they don’t even disclose where you’re going to end up, so how can you know
whether or not you’re working with a good partner or a well-managed project?” (Anna McKeon,
August 25th 2015). The volunteers didn’t necessarily express being worried about the orphanage they
were going to end up or if the project was well-managed, but they did feel the sending organization
didn’t prepare them enough.

8.3 Money
Because all volunteers, except for one, booked their volunteer work through a volunteer sending
organization, they all had to pay a fee to the organization when applying for the volunteer work.
Depending on the organization, the costs the volunteers paid varied from less than €300 for four weeks
to over €2000 for six weeks.

An issue that is introduced in the literature review, is that the money paid doesn´t always go to
the local community that is helped, but ends up at the sending organization itself (Wearing, 2001).
Therefore, the volunteers are asked if they know what happens to the money they paid to the volunteer
sending organization and if there is an amount that goes to the orphanage as well. Most organizations
inform their volunteers about where the money they pay goes to. When volunteers book through an
organization, their accommodation and meals are included in the price. All volunteers mention a part
of the money they paid will probably fund for this. A large part of the organizations inform their
volunteers that a part of the money goes to the orphanage, to the local organization that they cooperate
with and to their own staff. A few organizations are more transparent about where the money goes to.
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They send their volunteers an email with a breakdown, informing them what percentage of their
money exactly end up where. A few volunteers are not sure if there is an amount of money that goes to
the orphanage they volunteered in, because the volunteer sending organization didn’t inform them
about this. One orphanage a few people volunteered in is a government funded orphanage. Therefore,
the volunteers believe that no money that is paid to the sending organization ever goes to this
orphanage. Volunteers7 and 8 had to pay a donation to the orphanage they volunteered at, as an
addition to the fee they had to pay to the volunteer sending organization. The orphanage itself was
quite clear about what happened to this donation. They bought supplies for the children, such as food
and medicines, while the volunteers were there. This could however mean that from the money they
paid to the volunteer sending organization, nothing actually went to the orphanage.

Volunteer3, 10, 13, 14 and 15 realized, after performing the volunteer work, that probably a
large part of the money they paid goes to the volunteer sending organization itself. They all had their
doubts about the amount of money that goes to the orphanage they volunteered in:
“But looking back on it, paying a company to do volunteer work, I don’t really see that as a
positive thing. And I do emailed the company afterwards and I asked how much of the fee that
we pay actually went to the orphanage (…)” (Vol10, personal communication).

These five volunteers believe it is not always necessary to go through an organization if you want to
volunteer. If they would go back to Cambodia, they wouldn’t book their volunteer work with an
organization anymore, but directly at the place they want to volunteer: “Now if I was going back, it
would be straight through the charity. Because they [the volunteer sending organization] obviously
take a percentage of that for their marketing” (Vol3, personal communication). Three of the
volunteers wouldn’t go with an organization anymore because they believe it will be cheaper if they
arrange it themselves. For the other two it has more to do with the amount of money that actually goes
to the place they volunteer at. Volunteer14 mentions if she would go and volunteer in a country that
she’s not familiar with, she would go through an organization again, because of the support and
guidance this organization will give.

8.4 Preparation and guidance in Cambodia
Looking at paragraph 8.2, it appears that most volunteers are not well prepared for the volunteer work
before they leave their home country. Therefore, the volunteers are asked about the preparation and
guidance throughout their stay in Cambodia by the volunteer sending organization. Most volunteer
sending organizations have a contact person or a volunteer coordinator in Cambodia. This is
sometimes a staff member of the volunteer sending organization, but usually it’s someone who works
for a local volunteer organization. This person is the representative for the volunteer sending
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organization in Cambodia. Most volunteers received guidance from this local coordinator. There were
however still a few volunteers who didn’t have a coordinator there for support, besides the staff of the
orphanage they volunteered in.

When the volunteers arrive in Cambodia, a few of them mention having an orientation day
before starting the volunteer work. This orientation is meant to introduce the volunteers to Cambodia
and meet other volunteers. They learn about the history, learn a few words in Khmer and get a tour
around the city. A first visit to the orphanage is sometimes included in the orientation. After this
orientation day, all the volunteers start with the actual volunteer work. A few mention the volunteer
coordinator coming with them on their first day, to introduce them and show them around. A lot of the
volunteers however say that for the volunteer work itself, they are mainly prepared by the staff of the
orphanage and other volunteers, and not by the volunteer sending organization: “All the preparation I
got was from the volunteer before that. She was like (…) here are some books that I was looking
through and if she was not there, (…) I wouldn’t even know what time to go to class” (Vol12, personal
communication). Four volunteers feel they weren’t prepared enough for the volunteer work when
arriving in Cambodia. Even though three of them had an orientation day, the preparation for the
volunteer work was minimal:
“You do a tour, a part of the city, so all those practical things, but not when it comes to your
placement or how you should teach those children for example. They assume you can do it and
know how to do it, while there are also people without experience with children, so that
could’ve been done more” (Vol1, personal communication)

During this orientation, all new volunteers who are going to do similar kind of volunteer work receive
the same preparation. Volunteer5, who volunteered in an orphanage for disabled people, says it would
be better if there was a separate introduction for that particular orphanage, because it is so different
from all the others. Because of this, she does not feel as if she was prepared enough by the
organization: “Just to say, this is what to expect. You could be working with adults, you could be
working with the babies and especially with the wide range of disabilities that they have, it’s just
astounding” (Vol5, personal communication).

Even though not all volunteers are satisfied about how the organization prepared them for the
volunteer work, nearly all volunteers are happy with the guidance and support they received from the
sending organization throughout their stay. They were able to ask them questions or come to them if
they had any concerns.
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8.5 Evaluation
Raymond & Hall (2008) recommend in their research on the role of volunteer sending organizations
that an evaluation after the volunteer work is a good way of stimulating the learning process of
volunteers. Volunteer sending organizations should encourage the volunteers to reflect on their
experience. This paragraph will look at if volunteers had an evaluation with the volunteer sending
organization and how volunteers evaluate the volunteer sending organization itself.

The majority of the volunteers had some sort of evaluation with the volunteer sending
organization after the volunteer work. A few wrote a volunteer story for the website of the
organization. Most volunteers received an email of the organization with a questionnaire when
returning home. In this email, the volunteers were asked to answer questions about the support from
the organization before and during the volunteer work, the volunteer work itself, and about possible
concerns and recommendations. It is not required to fill out this survey. There are however
organizations that give certificates to the volunteers who do: “You don’t have to do it, but if you don’t,
you don’t get your certificate. And the certificate is good to have on your CV” (Vol14, personal
communication). For this volunteer, the certificate is the main reason for her to complete this survey.
Four of the volunteers mention they didn’t have an evaluation with the volunteer sending organization
after the volunteer work.

More than half of the interviewees are pleased about the volunteer sending organization they
booked their volunteer work with. They view the organization as professional and are satisfied about
the way they helped them before and during their time in Cambodia. There are however some
volunteers who are not completely happy with the volunteer sending organization they traveled with.
This is mainly because of the preparation by the organization, or the lack of it. Five volunteers feel
that the organization needed to inform them more about what to expect of the volunteer work and
prepare them for it. Two volunteers believe this issue can be solved by implementing a better selection
process for the volunteers:
“(…) I personally think there should be an introductory week at least in the country and also I
think you should have to meet with someone in person before you’re sent out there. Whilst I
was there, there were three people who left because they just couldn’t deal with it, it wasn’t
for them. So I think if they had a better interview process, find out more about the person, give
them more feeling then that wouldn’t happen in the future” (Vol3, personal communication).

Volunteer10 says it might be even better to book the volunteer work directly at the orphanage and not
through an outside organization. She does not believe volunteer sending organizations attract the most
suitable and skilled volunteers: “(…) for companies like (…), the people who go on it are wanting an
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experience and a holiday, but not really wanting to necessarily teach” (Vol10, personal
communication). This volunteer, together with a few others, wouldn’t go through an organization
again next time she is going to volunteer.
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9. Attitudes on voluntourism and orphanage tourism
To gain more insight in the dynamics of volunteers, it is important to know what their attitudes
towards voluntourism and orphanage tourism are. What do they exactly know about orphanage
tourism in Cambodia and how does this information influence them?

9.1 Knowledge about orphanage tourism
One of the sub-questions of this research is finding out what knowledge the volunteers have about
orphanage tourism in Cambodia. This paragraph will look at the awareness of volunteers about the
negative issues that occur in orphanages and what issues they exactly heard about.

When analyzing the interviews, it appears that all volunteers are aware of negative issues in
orphanages. After telling the volunteers that orphanages in Cambodia receive quite some negative
attention lately, three of them say they haven’t heard about this, and ask what’s going on. When some
of the issues are mentioned to them by the interviewer, they say they heard about that. Besides these
volunteers, all the others immediately mention a few issues when asked what they heard about
orphanages in Cambodia. What all fifteen volunteers know is that children in orphanages in Cambodia
aren’t necessarily orphans. Not all of them are aware that nearly 80% of the children aren’t orphans,
but they have heard that there are children in orphanages who have one or two living parents. Some
mention that parents give up or sell their children because they can’t take care of them or because they
believe the children will have a better future when growing up in the orphanage: “I think a lot of
families are giving their children up to go into orphanages, because they have this idea that they will
get a better education if they are there” (Vol3, personal communication). Volunteer2 argues how she,
as a volunteer, contributes to this separation of children from their families: “We come and maintain
the system of giving the child instead of (…) working something out to help the family or something”
(Vol2, personal communication). Another issue that all volunteers heard about is the existence of
orphanages that are set up to make money. According to the volunteers, the orphanages become tourist
attractions and allow visitors to come by: “(…) you pay money to go to these orphanages and take
pictures of the kids and then the money goes to the owner of the orphanage and not the kids” (Vol12,
personal communication). This volunteer describes how the children are used to make money, which
then goes into the pockets of the owner. A few volunteers even mention they heard that the children
are intentionally kept in a poor state, so tourists will donate money or goods.

The volunteers are asked about their awareness on the possible negative impacts volunteers
and tourists can have on children. More than half of the volunteers heard it can be disrupting for a
child’s life when volunteers and tourists come and go, and that it can lead to attachment problems:
“Also the fact that there are constantly so many different volunteers coming, and the children getting
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attached to them. (…) I’ve seen that they have serious attachment disorders” (Vol1, personal
communication). The volunteers who haven’t heard about this issue all say they can imagine it having
a negative impact on the children, but were not aware of this issue when starting the volunteer work.
Three volunteers however argue it doesn’t necessarily have to be an issue, as the children are used to
the volunteers coming and going: “Yes definitely, definitely but then I guess they are so used to it so
they probably know to not get too attached, because they know you are not going to be around for
long” (Vol14, personal communication). Some other volunteers also heard that volunteers can have a
negative influence if they are allowed to visit or volunteer at an orphanage without having any
background checks performed on them.

9.2 Influence on volunteers
Because all volunteers have some knowledge on the negative issues that occur in orphanages, it is
important to know how this information influenced them. This part will therefore look at when the
volunteers heard about the negative issues in orphanages and whether this information influenced
them and affected the decisions they made.

Eleven of the fifteen volunteers were informed about the negative issues before they went to
Cambodia to volunteer. They saw a documentary about orphanage tourism or read articles about it on
the internet. Of these eleven, six found out even before they booked their volunteer work. The other
five started researching orphanages in Cambodia after they booked the volunteer work, and then
realized there are some issues. Three volunteers heard it whilst in Cambodia, from their local
organization or by reading leaflets from organizations discouraging people to visit an orphanage. Only
one volunteer found out about the issues after the volunteer work.

Even though all volunteers are aware of some issues in orphanages and most of them figured
out before they went, they still decided to go and volunteer in one. Volunteer1 and 5 already booked
their volunteer work in an orphanage when they found out. Therefore, they emailed their volunteer
sending organization to make sure everything was okay in the orphanage they were going to volunteer
at:
“(…) I had already paid my registration fee and I was like, can you guarantee that this is not
happening at your orphanages and stuff. They sent me this good email back, outlining all their
policies, how they check upon everything. How they commit making sure that that doesn’t
happen and that’s why they are in there, trying to stop it happening in orphanages that they
are working with” (Vol5, personal communication).
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It didn’t stop these volunteers from volunteering in an orphanage because they were reassured by the
volunteer sending organization that everything was alright. The other volunteers who already booked
their volunteer work did more research on the orphanage they were going to, to make sure it was a
genuine one. The volunteers who hadn’t booked their volunteer work yet, place great responsibility on
the volunteer sending organization. They are asked if hearing the negativity about orphanages didn’t
stop them from volunteering in one:
“No it didn’t stop me, it just made me really careful of the organization I chose” (Vol3,
personal communication).
“Well, no not really. But I think because of that it made me take a better look at organizations,
that I made the right choice in terms of the organization” (Vol4, personal communication)
“(…) I did start to worry and panic a bit. But I guess that’s the good thing of going through an
organization, because I’m sure they wouldn’t place you in an orphanage like that” (Vol14,
personal communication).

Volunteer13 made the decision to choose for a non-profit organization after hearing the negativity, as
she believed this organization wouldn’t take advantage of her and the children. Volunteer10 wasn’t
stopped by the news because she believes “volunteering is a really important thing if it’s done with the
right intention” (Vol10, personal communication). Even though knowing about the different issues in
orphanages didn’t stop any of the volunteers from volunteering in one, it did influence them. They are
all happy they had knowledge on the issues before they left for Cambodia. This information made
them more cautious and made them think about their actual contribution to the orphanage. They were
also able to better assess if the orphanage they went to was a real and genuine orphanage and whether
nothing shady was going on.

9.3 Responsibility
After talking about the issues that occur in orphanages in Cambodia, the volunteers are asked who
they believe is responsible for the situation as it is now, and who can possibly minimize the negative
impact orphanage tourism can have.

Volunteers believe that the sending organizations that send volunteers to orphanages and the
volunteers themselves are most responsible in making sure the negative issues will be minimized. The
volunteers think the sending organizations have to take on responsibility for the volunteers they send
out to the orphanages. Organizations should have a better selection process to make sure that
volunteers are qualified for the work. They need to train and guide the volunteers and inform them
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about the goals and rules of the volunteer work. The organizations also need to ensure that the
orphanages they send their volunteers to are properly checked. Key-informants Amy McLoughlin and
Sarah Rhodes both agree volunteer sending organizations are responsible. Amy states that volunteers
often lack the right skills and knowledge to perform the volunteer work in a right way. She believes
this is the fault of sending organizations, who accept anyone that has the money to pay for the
volunteer work. Sarah Rhodes explains how volunteer sending organizations are responsible for
making sure the volunteer work is done effectively, by helping volunteers to achieve the goals they set
for the volunteer work without causing any negative impacts. Volunteer11, who didn’t go through a
sending organization to volunteer, expresses how she believes volunteers are responsible:
“Research on the organization they’re going to, to look at if they are going to have to pay
$1000, $2000 to volunteer, where is that money going? Is it going to go to the children, or is it
going to go to the organization? Just doing research before you do commit to something”
(Vol11, personal communication).

This volunteer believes that volunteers themselves are most responsible. They need to do their
research on the organization and the orphanage they go to, to find out if the money they pay goes to a
good cause. Other volunteers also think that tourists and volunteers, who go to orphanages, are
responsible. Volunteers need to be more aware of the situation in orphanages and what damage it can
do to visit or volunteer in one. Therefore, tourists and volunteers have to do some research on it. Anna
McKeon agrees that volunteers themselves are definitely responsible and need to be aware of the
situation:
“(…) it’s not that every volunteer that goes into an orphanage is going to do something
damaging. The majority of people have such good intentions, but again it’s funding a type of
care that can be problematic. (…) so as a volunteer you’re part of a bigger problem. So I think
volunteers definitely have a role to play in being aware of it and being able to act positively”
(Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).

A few volunteers also mention that volunteers should go in with the right mindset. Volunteer2 refers
to the colonialism when talking about this mindset. She believes it’s best that volunteers don’t impose
their Western ideas on Cambodian people, but to let them try and come up with their own solutions
and be more self-sufficient. Volunteer12 and 14 think it is the government that is responsible for the
current situation in orphanages. Volunteer12 believes the government could easily shut down
orphanages.
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To minimize the negative impacts volunteers can have in orphanages, a few of the interviewees
suggest that volunteers should stay a minimal amount of time. One of the issues that is mentioned in
paragraph 9.1 is the damaging effect volunteers can have on the children by coming into their lives,
creating a bond with them and leaving them again. Therefore, most volunteers believe it would be
better if volunteers stay for a longer period of time:
“I think you have to commit yourself to a longer period of time” (…) (Vol3, personal
communication)
“I feel like recruiting long-term volunteers would be better” (Vol9, personal communication)
“(…) I think you should stay longer” (Vol13, personal communication).

These and a few other volunteers believe that staying longer could minimize the negative impact of
volunteers on the children. Ideas about the length of time one should stay however differ from
volunteer to volunteer. A few suggest at least a month, others think volunteers have to stay at least 6
months to a year. Staying for a few days until a few weeks could have a negative effect on the
children’s lives, because they repeatedly form relationships with volunteers who leave them again
after a short period of time. As already mentioned in paragraph 9.1, a few volunteers think the children
are used to volunteers coming and leaving them, so having short-term volunteers doesn’t really affect
them. The volunteers themselves however say they want to get close to the children and feel that they
really created a bond with them: “(…) they get quite attached to you which made it so much harder to
leave” (Vol14, personal communication). It seems as if volunteers are looking for this deeper
connection with children when starting the volunteer work, but not all of them believe this could
negatively impact the children. There is one volunteer who tried not to get too close to the children in
the orphanage, because she didn’t want them to get attached to her and feel abandoned when she left:
“And I was really into not creating this intense bond that a lot of volunteers create with kids,
they come in for a week or something and then leave and everyone is crying. (…) I wanted to
be their teacher and not their best friend. (…) that’s kind of the relationship I strived for, not
having this motherly bond that all the other kids really want” (Vol12, personal
communication).

Volunteer10 is the only volunteer who believes staying longer will have a higher negative impact on
the children than volunteering short-term:
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“I think obviously for two weeks I don’t think it was as much of a problem. But I think for
volunteers who went for a lot longer, I know the other girl that we were volunteering with, she
was there for one or two months and I think it was a lot harder for her and obviously it would
have been a lot harder for the kids, because they actually had a bond with her” (Vol10,
personal communication).
This volunteer volunteered in an orphanage for two weeks. She argues how she wasn’t able to create
an intense bond with the children in these two weeks and therefore her presence didn’t have a negative
impact on the children. Anna McKeon agrees with this volunteer that having long-term volunteers
isn’t necessarily better than short-term. She is of the opinion that both short- and long-term volunteers
can do damage to a child’s life:
“Many people say that long-term volunteering in residential care centers is less harmful than
short term - but if you think about someone being in a child’s life for six months, or a year,
then the attachment that is formed will be much stronger, expectations of that relationships
much higher, and, at the end of the day, the volunteer still leaves” (Anna McKeon, August
25th 2015).
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10. Opinion voluntourism and orphanage tourism
To give a clear answer to the questions of this research, this chapter will look at the opinions of
volunteers towards voluntourism and orphanage tourism in Cambodia. Their views on the positive and
negative sides of these forms of tourism will be discussed. The views of the five key-informants will
also be included and compared to the opinions of the volunteers.

When asked about their attitudes towards orphanages that allow tourists to come and visit, the
volunteers don’t believe this should exist. They don’t think the orphanage should use their children to
earn money and visiting an orphanage as a tourist seems wrong to them: “I do not think it should be
part of a tour, I think that is fundamentally wrong. I don’t think people should just turn op and be able
to take pictures, play for ten minutes and then go” (Vol5, personal communication). Even though most
volunteers agree with this statement, the majority of the interviewees volunteered at an orphanage that
allows visitors. Tourists can visit these orphanages, have a look around and take pictures. Other
volunteers are not sure if the orphanage they volunteered in allows tourists. They have seen people
coming in, but believe the orphanage only allows donors, who donate money or supplies. These people
visit the orphanage to have a look at what their money is spent on. A few volunteers saw a bus full of
people coming to the orphanage. These people were tourists or people from other organizations who
came to volunteer for the day or were planning to donate to the orphanage. Volunteer7 and 8 both see
a positive side to people visiting the orphanage, because it is a good way to attract donors and earn
money for the orphanage:
“(…) for the orphanage it’s really their only way of getting money. So, as long as the kids
aren’t interrupted by these people, because we’ve read that in some orphanages when kids are
in class, people came in and took pictures of it. And I think that’s really wrong, that shouldn’t
be it. But if they just come and see the orphanage around, I would never do it, but for the
orphanage it is still some money that could be good” (Vol7, personal communication).

Because the orphanage relies completely on volunteers and donors, these two volunteers believe
allowing visitors into the orphanage can have a positive influence, if organized correctly. Other
volunteers also mention how the orphanage they volunteer in relies on volunteers, for example to teach
the children English. They also depend on volunteers for necessities such as baby wipes, books and
pencils. It seems that most orphanages rely on volunteers and donors in order to survive. This
dependency is one of the issues that can be created by voluntourism, as mentioned in the literature
review. Therefore, the volunteers are asked if they believe the work they performed in the orphanage
has to be done by foreign volunteers or if it could also be performed by local people. When talking
about childcare in orphanages, most volunteers believe that locals could also perform this kind of
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work. The volunteer work that volunteer4 engaged in is a childcare project. She thinks local people
could do the work she did, but because the orphanage doesn’t have enough money to pay them and
locals wouldn’t volunteer because they are quite poor, she believes it needs to be done by foreign
volunteers. Volunteers7 and 8, who taught English in an orphanage, also believe that local people
wouldn’t work for free, because they have their own problems to deal with. One of the volunteers who
worked at a disabled people’s orphanage argues how this particular orphanage needs foreign
volunteers: “I do think local people could do it. But I think what was unique about my orphanage is
that people don’t want to work with disabled children, people don’t want anything to do with them”
(Vol5, personal communication). Because disabled people are seen as a curse and are often disowned
by their parents, she believes having foreign volunteers to take care of them is necessary. She does
however think it would be best if volunteers educate local people. A few other volunteers agree that
supporting locals is the best way to minimize the outside dependency:
“But I think with regards to childcare, no I don’t think that should be left to foreigners or
westerners I think. (…) local people should be given those jobs, and trained appropriately for
them” (Vol3, personal communication).
“It would be good if volunteers could support local people to do it, I think. And then
eventually hopefully they can do it on their own. Yeah, I do think it would be better, because
then it is putting jobs into Cambodian people” (Vol5, personal communication).
“So I think maybe volunteering needs to be, instead of us just coming in and helping, we need
to teach them to how to help themselves, so that it can continue” (Vol13, personal
communication).
These volunteers believe the voluntourism industry should change. Volunteers shouldn’t simply be
providers, but also educators. This to make sure the local orphanage will become self-sufficient and
doesn’t have to rely solely on foreign volunteers. The five key-informants who are interviewed all
believe most work that is performed by volunteers, can also be done by local people, such as childcare
and construction work. Key-informant Amy McLoughlin however doesn’t think volunteers always
take jobs from a locals by coming in to volunteer:
“(…) there is some debate that by voluntourists coming they take away a job from a local
person and I’m sure that does happen in some cases, but not necessarily always. I think
sometimes it’s just a made-up position that’s there to get money from foreigners” (Amy
McLoughlin, Ayana Journeys, August 17th 2015).
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When talking about teaching English in orphanages, most of the interviewed volunteers agree that this
kind of work needs to be done by foreign volunteers. The majority of the children in orphanages get
English lessons in their local school, but volunteers believe they learn more from foreign volunteers.
The volunteers have a better knowledge of the English language and only speak English to them.
Therefore, the children can pick up the language more easily than learning it from a local teacher.
Key-informant Sarah Rhodes agrees that learning English from a native speaker will be more
beneficial to the children than learning it from a local person. Anna McKeon believes it is best to look
at the root cause of the issue: “So if that care center is needing to fly in volunteers to teach kids
English then to me that says that these children are not getting the language tuition in their local
government school that they need” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015). She therefore suggests to take
a closer look at how the local school can be supported, in order to be able to deliver the standard of
English lessons the children need.
Volunteer6 thinks the orphanage he volunteered in isn’t dependent on foreign volunteers for
the work they perform, but only for the money they donate or pay to the orphanage to volunteer. The
work he performed is secondary to the money: “(…) it’s nice that this building is painted, but if it’s
not painted, the building will still be there. So it’s not a primary necessity and money of course is to
them” (Vol6, personal communication). Key-informant Tessa Boudrie and James Farley agree with
this volunteer that especially the financial aspect is interesting to the orphanage. The work itself
however isn’t required: “(…) what is wanted is their money. And so to me, the volunteering
opportunity is just the bait by which the organization will try to hook someone with some money to
come into their organization” (James Farley, Friends-International, July 27th 2015).

Volunteer12 argues it would be best if foreign people finance a project like the one volunteer6
in participated, so locals could perform this kind of work: “Yeah, like building, I definitely think that
that should not be a volunteer thing. You can oversea a project maybe, that would be way more
beneficial and then pay people in the community to do that work” (Vol12, personal communication).
This volunteer however believes Cambodia needs volunteers. They are dependent on outside help to
deal with the poverty in the country.

All the orphanages the interviewees of this research volunteered in are involved in orphanage
tourism, because they work with foreign volunteers and in some cases also allow visitors. The
orphanages earn money from this form of tourism. Even though all the orphanages are involved in
orphanage tourism, none of the volunteers believe anything wrong takes place in the orphanage they
volunteered in. They don’t think the orphanage uses this form of tourism in a negative way or uses the
children to earn money. The volunteers believe the money the orphanage earns from volunteers is
spent on the children and goes to a good cause. All volunteers have heard that orphanage tourism has
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negative consequences in Cambodia and all agree that this must be stopped, but they haven’t
experienced it themselves in the orphanage they volunteered in. Therefore, they do not necessarily see
it as a negative form of tourism. Volunteer5 explains how certain things were questionable because
they would not be allowed in a Western country: “There were some things that happened which if they
happened at home, it wouldn’t be acceptable, but I think it’s sort of different ways, different cultures
and things like that. I never thought anything sinister was going on” (Vol5, personal communication).
Volunteer1 believes many volunteers and tourists want to be naive when talking about orphanage
tourism. They want to have the feeling that they are helping and don’t want to believe anything bad is
happening in their orphanage. Other volunteers agree with her in saying that volunteers and tourists
themselves are in a way responsible. They mainly view the people who visit an orphanage and
volunteers who come purely for themselves as the negative part of orphanage tourism, rather than the
orphanage itself that engages in orphanage tourism. If orphanage tourism is organized well and if the
children aren’t used to make money, than there is nothing wrong with it. Most volunteers see it as a
form of income for the orphanage: “But if they just come and see the orphanage around, I would
never do it, but for the orphanage it is still some money that could be good” (Vol7, personal
communication). What volunteers see as the most negative part of orphanage tourism are the
volunteers who are only doing it to make themselves feel better and don’t think about the
consequences of their presence in the orphanage:
“ (…) the idea of people coming to the orphanage to paint, but it wasn’t like they were coming
in to help, it was like they were coming in to take pictures with the kids so they could put it on
Facebook” (Vol10, personal communication).
“(…) if you’re actually going to help make a difference and you feel that what you’re doing is
for the benefit of the people and not for yourself, then yes come. If you’re doing it for yourself
and to make yourself look and feel better, then no, it’s a waste of time and you’re actually
creating a negative impact on these kids” (Vol11, personal communication).
“So there’s definitely two types of volunteers and you can tell as soon as they’re in there. If
they are here to decorate their Facebook wall or if they’re here to, if they really, really want
to make a difference and listen to anything to do that” (Vol12, personal communication).
“I think it’s not fair and I think it’s a little selfish of the volunteer, because they want an
international experience without really thinking about how it’s going to affect the kids and
more doing it for them personally” (Vol13, personal communication).
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These volunteers all tried not to be one of those volunteers who perform the volunteer work purely for
themselves. If volunteers are in it for the right reasons and the volunteer work is organized
appropriately, the volunteers see orphanage tourism as just another form of tourism, like many others.
Because most of the orphanages rely on volunteers completely, the interviewees believe coming in and
helping is better than doing nothing, even if it’s a short amount of time. There are periods when the
orphanage doesn’t have any volunteers and therefore, having volunteers is always positive, because
they are able to help out and are a source of income for the orphanage: “In this case, when there is so
little people coming, I think any help is good” (Vol7, personal communication). Volunteer14 thinks
having short-term volunteers can be hard for the children, but agrees that it’s better than nothing: “But
then I think too, any time is better than nothing, because the orphanage I was at there were some
weeks where they had no volunteers at all” (Vol14, personal communication).

The interviewees are also asked about their opinions on voluntourism in general. All
volunteers believe this form of tourism will always have some positive impact, because of either the
work that is performed or the money that goes to the local organization. Others see it as a good
combination of helping and seeing a country. The volunteers believe volunteering is better than doing
nothing, because other countries need outside help. It should however be organized in a correct way
without having any negative effects. Volunteers need to be aware of the situation, go in with the right
mindset and especially volunteer sending organizations play a major role in organizing it correctly. As
mentioned before, not all work that is done by volunteers has to be a volunteer job, some of it could
also be performed by local people. There are however many people that benefit from having
volunteers and rely on volunteers for certain jobs and money. Therefore, voluntourism is seen as
something positive by the interviewees. When asked if volunteers from Western countries can
contribute something, all volunteers believe they can. If they have a skill, stay for a long enough
period and have good intentions, it will always have some positive impact. Especially when talking
about teaching English, the volunteers believe this kind of volunteer work can definitely contribute
something. They all however do see the danger in having many short-term volunteers. Everyone
teaches in a different way and the children learn the same things over and over again, so they don’t
really progress. Therefore it is important that volunteer sending organizations organize the volunteer
work correctly.

The five key-informants see volunteering as positive and something that is needed. They are
however unsure about how to define voluntourism. Some of the key-informants see it as short-term
volunteering during a holiday; others see it as work that doesn’t require any skills. Anna McKeon
explains her view: “I think engagement across cultures is hugely necessary to try and build a better
world. But I don’t know whether that is the same as what we understand by voluntourism today”
(Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015). The other key-informants all say having volunteers that have
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specific skills in something can be of benefit. Amy McLoughlin and Sarah Rhodes mention how many
NGOs and development organizations in Cambodia had some sort of Western influence that was of
added value to the country, because Western people came with some very specific skills. Even though
the key-informants see volunteering as necessary, if people come for a short period of time without
any skills, they don’t think voluntourism can contribute anything positive. Tessa Boudrie refers to the
term ‘white savior complex’ when talking about voluntourism. She describes it as the idea Western
people have that because they are fortunate, they need to help out, while it’s not always helping what
they are doing. Anna McKeon agrees that there is an assumption that all volunteer work is
automatically good:
“(…) this whole thing of doing something is better than doing nothing, that’s not always
actually true (…), if you don’t really know what situation you’re walking into, if you haven’t
researched, if you’re unskilled, if you don’t come with an attitude of learning first, yeah you
can do harm and if you’re not that willing to acknowledge that and talk about that and figure
out how to do better, then it’s a problem” (Anna McKeon, August 25th 2015).

What is important to her in volunteering is reciprocity, supporting and learning from each other.

The key-informants think certain types of volunteer work can have a negative impact,
especially when working with children directly, and therefore all agree that educational travel would
be better: “What I do think is that it would be good for young people to go to less developed countries,
but more from an educational perspective, to educate themselves in how other countries are doing and
what is going on (…)” (Tessa Boudrie, August 27th 2015). Anna McKeon mentions many different
alternatives for people wanting to help, for example donating blood, shopping at ethical stores or
learning about and donating to responsible organizations. She however doesn’t think this will really
replace the feeling of having direct contact with children, which she believes is what most volunteers
are looking for. Amy McLoughlin thinks people who volunteer in an orphanage learn new things and
see things they have never seen before. She does believe volunteers can learn these same things,
without actually volunteering in an orphanage: “But you can also experience that mind shift by joining
debates and discussions, reading things and meeting different people” (Amy McLoughlin, Ayana
Journeys, August 17th 2015). Therefore, the key-informants and the organizations these people work
for try to come up with ethical alternatives to voluntourism.

The volunteers are asked if they would recommend volunteering in an orphanage to other
people. All fifteen volunteers say they would recommend the volunteer work. They believe it was a
great experience, they learned a lot from it and they felt like they were able to help out. However,
some volunteers mention they wouldn’t recommend it to everyone, but only to certain people.
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Volunteers 10, 11 and 13 would only recommend it to people who have experience and a skill in
something that they can contribute to the orphanage. Volunteer9 would recommend people to stay
longer than she did and volunteer3, 6, 11 and 12 would recommend people to do research on the
organization and orphanage they go to. These volunteers believe it is best if people are aware of the
issues there are in orphanages and of the possible impact they as volunteers can have. When talking
about themselves and if they would like to volunteer in the future, all of them consider doing volunteer
work again. They see volunteering as important and want to help out. Although they want to
volunteer, a few of them wouldn’t want to volunteer in an orphanage again. Volunteer8 believes he
would be of more use in a hospital because of his education and volunteer3 wouldn’t volunteer in an
orphanage again because she believes orphanages “should be encouraged to be completely selfsufficient” (Vol3, personal communication). She thinks volunteering sustains a dependency on outside
help. The volunteer sending organization and the way they operate is for volunteer12 the reason she
doesn’t want to volunteer in an orphanage again: “(…) I didn’t feel like the program was catered
towards me helping, it was just catered towards my money” (Vol12, personal communication).
Volunteer11 would only volunteer in an orphanage again after she has work experience and skills that
she can contribute. When the volunteers are asked where they prefer to volunteer, the majority wants
to volunteer abroad. A few of them already do some volunteer work back home. Volunteers 5, 7 and
13 think their help is more needed in another, developing country than in their own and therefore
prefer to volunteer abroad: “I just think that in a foreign country there are way less resources, so I
would feel like my time would be more needed in another country(…)” (Vol13, personal
communication). Because volunteering abroad is completely different than back home and it offers the
possibility to experience a new culture as well, volunteer14 only considered volunteering abroad.
Volunteer10 believes it is easier to volunteer abroad than in her own country, because there are fewer
procedures.
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11. Discussion
Looking at the different definitions of volunteer tourism and voluntourism in literature, it is clear that
what the volunteers in this research did is more in line with the definition by Clemmons
(Voluntourism.org), who describes the volunteering part as well as the traveling part when talking
about the voluntourism experience. The volunteers of this research see both the volunteering and the
traveling through another country as a meaningful part of their experience. The volunteers themselves
and their characteristics confirm what is said about volunteers in literature. The fifteen volunteers are
all between the ages of 18 and 30, which corresponds to the Tourism Research & Marketing study
(2008) and a research by Pearce & Coghlan (2008), who have shown that most volunteers are under
the age of 30. Also the gender of the volunteers is in line with the literature. Of the fifteen volunteers,
thirteen are female, which confirms the findings by Tourism Research & Marketing (2008) and
Wearing (2001). The reason most respondents of this research are female is unclear. However as this
research focuses on orphanage tourism, which involves working with children, the statement made by
Verardi (2013) could possibly also be applied to this research. Verardi talks about women being more
nurturing towards children than men.

The respondents of this research describe two main types of motivations for volunteering.
These motivations confirm the ones that are mentioned in literature, which are altruism and selffulfillment. The 15 volunteers of this research mainly possess both types of motivations when they
describe why they chose to volunteer, which is also mentioned by many authors. Most volunteers
mention the need to help others as an altruistic motivation to volunteer. They want to make a
difference. However, as said by Wearing (2001), Sin (2009) and Moscardo et al. (2014), the
motivation of self-interest is always involved. This is confirmed by the volunteers of this research, as
they also mention other motivations that reflect their self-fulfillment. Only one volunteer is more
motivated by the search for self-development than actually wanting to help someone else, and can
therefore be seen as a ‘shallow’ voluntourist according to Callanan & Thomas (2005). The others
however cannot be seen as ‘deep’ voluntourists, as they describe both motivations, altruistic and selfinterest, and don’t necessarily put any of these before the other. Three volunteers are motivated to
volunteer because they receive university credits for it. This motivation could therefore be connected
to the motivation to gain experience that could be a useful addition to their curricula vitae (Cousins,
2007; Palacios, 2010; Lamoureux, 2011; Lo & Lee, 2011). However, the motivation to volunteer
because of the university credits isn’t explicitly mentioned in literature. Of the four motivations shown
by Brown (2005), only one corresponds to the findings of this research. This motivation, which is
repeatedly mentioned by the respondents, is the desire to give back. Seeking camaraderie, cultural
immersion and seeking educational and bonding opportunities isn’t a reason for the respondents of this
research to volunteer. The two motivations that are added by Lo & Lee (2011) are escaping from
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everyday life and religious involvement. One of the volunteers of this research mentions the first one
as a motivation to volunteer. Religious involvement is not a motivation for any of the fifteen
volunteers. Statistics by MoSVY (2008) however reveal that more than a third of all orphanages in
Cambodia are run by Christian organizations. Therefore, religious involvement might be a motivation
to many volunteers, just not the ones included in this research. Another motivation that the
respondents of this research mention is the opportunity volunteer work offers to travel through a
country as well as doing something useful. This motivation cannot be found in literature. This could be
a sign that the traveling part of the voluntourism experience becomes more important to volunteers.
That all volunteers still decide to volunteer in an orphanage after hearing about the negative issues,
shows that their personal motivations to volunteer are more present than the altruistic motivations.
They are looking for an adventure and want to experience something new and different. Performing
the volunteer work offers them this opportunity

When looking at the motivations of respondents to volunteer in Cambodia, this is very much
in line with the literature. Volunteers want to learn more about Cambodia and its history and believe
the country needs help. Learning about a country and its culture confirms the findings by Söderman &
Snead (2008), Wearing (2004) and Grimm & Needham (2012). That a country is in need of help
matches the findings by Simpson (2005). Because most volunteers of this research haven’t finished
their studies yet and don’t have any work experience, their main motivation to volunteer in an
orphanage is because this work doesn’t require any particular skills or experience. This is also what
Grimm & Needham (2012) found in their research.
The cross-cultural interaction between the volunteer and the host is said to create mutual
understanding and respect, which is one of the positive outcomes of the voluntourism experience
(Wearing, 2001). However, this mutual benefit isn’t mentioned by the volunteers of this research.
They mainly refer to the positive impacts the volunteer work had on themselves and what they learned
from it, rather than the effects of it on the children. This result is in sharp contrast with the results of
the research by Verstraete (2014), whose respondents mainly refer to the positive impacts on the
orphans and the believe that they become more understanding about the world and cultures. The
respondents of the research by Verstraete are however orphanage managers and directors, and not
volunteers, which could explain the difference. When putting these two results together, it could
however be said that volunteering does results in a cross-cultural understanding. The positive
outcomes of the volunteer work on the respondents of this research correspond to the literature. The
volunteers learned a lot from the experience. The volunteer work gave them confidence and they
learned to be more patient. Personal growth is also mentioned as one of the positive outcomes, which
is identified by Brown & Lehto (2005). The experience changed the worldviews of the respondents
and it opened their eyes. Appreciating what they have is another positive outcome for the volunteer,
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which is also pointed out in literature (Brown, 2005; Simpson, 2004). The five outcomes of the
experience as described by Lo & Lee (2011) are all mentioned by one or more volunteers in this
research. The positive outcome most volunteers refer to is the realization how fortunate they are.
Similar to the findings of Lo & Lee (2011), this outcome is due to the difference between Cambodia
and their home country and the exposure to real poverty. Mostafanezhad (2013) shows in his research
how volunteers try to deal with this exposure to poverty by aestheticizing it as ‘cultural’. What is
mentioned quite often in this research, are volunteers saying the children in the orphanage are so
happy, even though they have nothing. This confirms the findings of several authors (Simpson, 2004;
Raymond & Hall, 2008; Crossley, 2012; Guiney, 2012).

When talking about the impacts of voluntourism, it is said that the positive impacts of
volunteers on host communities is often questioned (Guttentag, 2011), because of the lack of skills and
knowledge of the volunteers. The findings of this research confirm this. Most respondents don’t have
any experience or education in teaching or in working with (disabled) children. There are however no
particular skills asked for by the volunteer sending organization. According to Guttentag (2011) this
doesn’t mean that anyone is capable of performing the volunteer work. This is confirmed by all the
key-informants of this research. They state that not having skills and experience doesn’t make you the
right person to teach English in an orphanage or to work with vulnerable children. Other issues with
voluntourism that question the positive impact of it, are volunteers staying for a short amount of time.
Also their unfamiliarity with the culture and not speaking the language are some of these issues
(Salazar, 2004; Brown & Hall, 2008; McGehee & Andereck, 2009; Palacios, 2010). These issues are
all present in this research. The majority of the respondents volunteer for a month or less and none of
them speak the language, which they admit made the communication and cooperation in the orphanage
difficult. The key-informants also refer to these issues when talking about the impact of voluntourism.

Another issue that is introduced in the literature review is dependency. Van Engen (2000)
states how volunteers often perform jobs that locals could also perform, because there are no skills
required. The results of this research reveal that the respondents agree with this statement, however,
they disagree when it comes to teaching English. They all believe it is best if volunteers perform this
kind of work, because they have a better knowledge of the English language. Because voluntourism
can create a dependency on outside knowledge, it is said to be a form of neo-colonialism (Guttentag,
2009). One volunteer also refers to colonialism when talking about volunteering. Verstraete (2014)
shows in her research how orphanage directors say it would be hard to run the orphanage without
volunteers, which expresses the dependency on outside help. This dependency is confirmed in this
research, as many volunteers mention how the orphanage they volunteered in relies on volunteers for
donations, supplies and help. What is not mentioned in literature, but is an important outcome of this
research, is that dependency can be minimized by educating local people. The respondents of this
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research say how it is important that volunteers are not just providers, but also educators, to make sure
the local people will become self-sufficient in the future.

Volunteer sending organizations play an essential role in organizing a volunteering
experience, as mentioned by Wearing (2001) and Raymond & Hall (2008). This is confirmed, as
nearly all volunteers in this research booked their volunteer work through a volunteer sending
organization. Their motivation to choose for a particular organization is mainly based on the price,
which confirms the findings by Grimm & Needham (2012). The volunteers are also motivated because
the organization seems reliable and legitimate, based on the online reviews of the organization, which
is also in line with Grimm & Needhams’ (2012) results. Wearing (2001) introduces the issue that
volunteers are often unaware that the money they pay to the sending organization doesn’t end up with
the local community they help during the volunteer work. This appears not to be true, as most
volunteers are informed about where the money they pay exactly goes to. Some even know the exact
amount that goes to the orphanage and others mention that this is the reason they wouldn’t book their
volunteer work through a sending organization again. Literature explains how volunteer sending
organizations play a major role in setting expectations for the volunteer. They need to provide their
volunteers with specific information about their tasks and their personal contribution (Raymond,
2011). It seems that volunteers agree with this statement, just as the key-informants interviewed.
However, many volunteers mention that this task is not fulfilled by the organization. They don’t feel
as if they are prepared enough for the volunteer work before starting it. The preparation they receive
from the organization mainly focuses on the country they go to, rather than the actual volunteer work
itself. Some organizations only inform the volunteers a few days before they leave about the exact
placement they go to. This causes volunteers not having any or having wrong expectations of the
volunteer work, which is one of the main roles of the volunteer sending organization according to
literature. Grusky (2000) argues how the return process of the volunteer is equally as important as
setting expectations. Even though almost all volunteers had some sort of evaluation with the volunteer
sending organization after the volunteer work, this was always in a form of an online survey, without
any personal, direct contact between the organization and the volunteer. As is also recommended by
many authors, volunteer sending organizations need to take on more responsibility, not only for the
people they send out, but also for arranging the volunteer work in a correct way. This research
confirms this. Many of the volunteers believe sending organizations need a better selection process.
They have to select people who have skills and are a real contribution to the orphanage. They also
need to set the right expectations and prepare their volunteers in a right way. This corresponds to one
of the recommendations for volunteer sending organizations, set up by Raymond & Hall (2008).

The findings of this research show there are almost 600 residential care centers in Cambodia,
which is even more than is estimated in literature (Aljazeera, 2012). Many of these orphanages don’t
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receive any financial support from the government, which makes them dependent on donations and
volunteers. This is confirmed by the volunteers who are interviewed, as many of them mention how
their orphanage relies completely on volunteers. Many negative impacts of orphanage tourism can be
found in literature. One of the main ones is that it leads to the separation of children from their parents.
Poor families are convinced to give their child away, by telling them their child will be better off in a
center (UNICEF, n.d.; MoSVY, 2011). Therefore, about 77% of all children in residential care in
Cambodia are not actually orphans (MoSVY, 2011). The respondents of this research also reveal how
many of the children in the orphanage they volunteer in are not really orphans, but children of which
the parents are unable to look after them. Another negative impact on the children in orphanages are
the effects of institutionalization on their emotional and social development (Goldfarb, 1943). It is
proven that children need a parental figure when growing up. Therefore, growing up in an orphanage
can cause serious issues for their development (Bowlby, 1951). Also, the high turnover of volunteers
causes children to repeatedly form bonds with different people, which can create attachment issues
(Richter & Norman, 2010; MoSVY, 2011; Guiney, 2012). The key-informants of this research
recognize these issues. The majority of the fifteen volunteers however are not aware of this negative
impact that they as volunteers can have on the children. Some of them even think this is not
necessarily an issue, because they believe the children are used to many volunteers coming in and out
of their lives. The volunteers mention how the children are very friendly and sweet to them and even
crave attention. This could be a few of the symptoms identified by Goldfarb (1943), who describes the
‘institutional syndrome’. This might show that the children are affected by growing up in an
orphanage and being around different volunteers all the time. The assumption of the volunteers saying
that the children are used to it, could therefore be wrong. MoSVY (2011) states in their report that
many volunteers do not need a background check or a certificate of good conduct when volunteering
in an orphanage. Of the volunteers who are interviewed, five didn’t need a police background check to
perform the volunteer work. This could have a negative impact on the children, because anybody is
able to volunteer, which increases their vulnerability to abuse (MoSVY, 2011). Some orphanages have
a ‘Child Protection Policy’, with specific rules of the orphanage regarding the protection of the child
(MoSVY, 2011). Half of the volunteers remembered signing a Child Protection Policy. Verstraete
(2014) mentions in her research how many of the rules in this policy aren’t respected by volunteers.
That many of the volunteers in this research don’t even remember what was in this policy, could be a
sign that the statement made by Verstraete is confirmed. The key-informants also mention not
performing background checks on volunteers, not having a child protection policy in place and
accepting unskilled volunteers as one of the biggest issues in orphanage tourism.

The awareness of potential volunteers on the negative issues with orphanages in Cambodia, is
researched by Friends-International (2015). The results show that three quarters of the 100 tourists are
not aware that most children in orphanages are not actually orphans. What most people are also
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unaware of is that there are orphanages in Cambodia that exist only to make money (FriendsInternational, 2015). This is in contrast with the findings of this research. All fifteen volunteers are
aware that not all children in orphanages are orphans and they also know about the existence of
orphanages that are set up just to make money. The difference between the two outcomes could be due
to the fact that the research by Friends-International only included potential volunteers, people who
were thinking of volunteering or visiting an orphanage. The respondents of this research are however
volunteers who arranged and planned their volunteer work before coming to Cambodia. Therefore,
they all looked up information on orphanages in Cambodia on the internet and found out about the
issues before coming to the country.

Anti-orphanage campaigns and negative media-attention about orphanage tourism have their
effects on orphanages, as is shown by Guiney & Mostafanezhad (2014). Orphanages receive less
volunteers and donations. The organizations that campaign against orphanage tourism however never
included the orphanages, or discussed anything with them. This corresponds to a result of this
research, in which an orphanage director talks about receiving less volunteers and children being sent
back home. He also argues how organizations that advocate against orphanages need to involve
orphanages, instead of just spreading negative news about them. The organizations never contacted
him or told him what they exactly want.

Even though the literature speaks about many negative impacts of orphanage tourism, the
volunteers of this research do not necessarily see it as a negative form of tourism. They don’t believe
anything bad went on in the orphanage they volunteered in and they see it as a way of earning money
for the orphanage. They do agree the orphanage shouldn’t use the children to make money, but believe
if everything is well-arranged, this form of tourism doesn’t need to have negative impacts. Verstraete
(2014) also reveals how the respondents of her research perceive the impacts of orphanage tourism as
positive because of the strict rules and recruitment of volunteers. The respondents of that research,
who are orphanage directors, mention how the negative impacts of orphanage tourism are mainly
caused by volunteer sending organizations, who don’t apply strict rules. This is in sharp contrast with
the findings of this research. The volunteers believe booking the volunteer work through a volunteer
sending organization will only minimize the negative impacts of orphanage tourism, as they believe
this organization will do a good job of selecting a proper orphanage.

Besides the negative impacts of orphanage tourism, also some positive impacts are mentioned
in literature. The financial benefit of receiving volunteers and visitors is an important impact for
orphanages (Verstraete, 2014). A few key-informants and volunteers of this research agree with this,
and believe the actual work that volunteers perform is secondary to the money they pay or donate to
the orphanage. Another positive impact mentioned in literature is the improvement in English
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language of the children as well as the staff of the orphanage, because of the presence of volunteers
(Guiney, 2012; Verstraete, 2014). The findings of this research partially confirm these results. The
volunteers definitely believe they were able to teach the children English and also believed their
English improved because of the lessons from volunteers. They however do not mention the
improvement of English of the staff. Most volunteers didn’t really cooperate with the Cambodian staff
members of the orphanage or mentioned this was difficult because of the language barrier.
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12. Conclusion
The goal of this research was to gain more insight into the dynamics of international volunteers in
orphanage tourism in Cambodia. This goal is reached by questioning 15 people that volunteered in an
orphanage in Cambodia and five key-informants that are in some way involved in this issue.

Orphanage tourism is a form of tourism that is very visible in Cambodia, with many people
volunteering in orphanages and tourists visiting one. Orphanages received a lot of negative attention
over the years. Therefore, the ministry responsible for orphanages in Cambodia didn’t approve any
new ones. Still, the number of orphanages in Cambodia increased. There are many un-registered
orphanages and it appears to be easy to get approval of other ministries to open one. The mediaattention for orphanage tourism in Cambodia reveals how the majority of children in orphanages are
not actually orphans, how many orphanages are corrupt and set up to make money and how this form
of tourism can negatively affect the children. The key-informants in this research mention how this
negative media-attention for orphanage tourism is a good thing, as it increases awareness amongst
tourists and volunteers. This is confirmed by the volunteers of this research, because all of them are
aware of the major issues that occur in orphanage tourism. They are aware that not all children in
orphanages are actually orphans, plus they are aware of the existence of orphanages that are set up to
make money. However, the volunteers still decide to volunteer in an orphanage, even though most of
them heard the negative news before going to Cambodia. The volunteers are still motivated to
volunteer because they want to help out and because they want to combine traveling with doing
something useful. This shows that volunteers have an altruistic motivation, but are also motivated
because it will benefit themselves.
The majority of the volunteers in this research are unskilled and don’t have any experience in
working with children or in teaching, even though many of the volunteers teach English in an
orphanage. The volunteer sending organizations, where the volunteers book their volunteer work,
don’t ask for any skills or experience. This is also the main reason why volunteers choose this type of
volunteer work, because volunteering in an orphanage is one of the only options for which no
particular skills or experience is needed. Not having any skills is according to the key-informants one
of the negative issues with volunteers in orphanages. It can negatively impact the children and it
questions the real contribution of volunteers.

The outcomes of the volunteer work are for all volunteers positive. This positive aspect is
mainly due to the effect the volunteer work had on themselves; they feel good about doing it or they
learned something from it. Their personal contribution or the effects they had on the children are not
the reasons why the outcome of the volunteer work is perceived as positive. They do however feel
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they contributed, because of the work they performed or because of the money they paid that goes to
the orphanage.

The volunteers definitely acknowledge the negative impacts of orphanage tourism. However,
because none of them have actually experienced it in the orphanage they volunteered in, they do not
see it as a bad form of tourism. Orphanage tourism is, just as other forms of tourism, a way of earning
money, in this case for the orphanage. That volunteers still decide to volunteer in an orphanage, even
after hearing about all the negative impacts it could have, shows that the personal motivations for
doing it are possibly more present than the altruistic motivations. Also the fact that all volunteers
would recommend volunteering in an orphanage shows that their overall view on this form of tourism
is quite positive. It seems as if the volunteers are searching for something different. They want an
adventure, but also want to experience something new and different. A different world view is what
they are looking for and voluntourism is used as a tool of experiencing and reaching this.

Even though the volunteers are aware of some of the issues with orphanage tourism, most of
them are not aware of the negative impact volunteers can have on the children. They need to gain more
insight into the situation and realize that what they are doing isn’t always positive. Looking at
voluntourism in general, all volunteers believe this form of tourism can contribute something positive,
especially when talking about teaching English. The volunteers see this as a useful volunteer job and
believe foreign volunteers can perform this work better than local people.

When everything is organized correctly and the volunteers are in it for the right reasons, there
is nothing wrong with orphanage tourism, according to the volunteers. Even though not all volunteers
would book their volunteer work with a volunteer sending organization again, they do place great
responsibility with this organization. They feel the organization is responsible for organizing the
volunteer work correctly. The sending organization should do their research on orphanages and the
volunteers do not believe they would cooperate with and send volunteers to a corrupt orphanage that
uses their children to make money. Volunteer sending organizations are also responsible for selecting
the right volunteers. Volunteers need to be qualified to perform the volunteer work. This seems
conflicting, because the volunteers themselves admit not having any skills to perform the volunteer
work. They however believe that selecting qualified volunteers will minimize the negative impacts of
orphanage tourism. The volunteer sending organization should also play a bigger role in preparing the
volunteers for the volunteer work and setting the right expectations for them.

Further research into orphanage tourism could be useful, as it is still an underexposed subject.
To gain a better insight in the size and scope of orphanage tourism, an investigation into the actual
numbers of volunteers in Cambodia and volunteers in orphanages could be interesting. To expand the
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research and give a broader view of the topic, the positive and negative impacts of orphanage tourism
on different actors could be investigated in other countries. Key-informants of this research mentioned
how orphanage tourism is not unique to Cambodia, but exists in other countries as well. Most mediaattention is however given to Cambodia. It could therefore be useful to conduct a similar research as
this one in other countries as well, to see if volunteers are aware of the situation and the possible
impacts of this form of tourism. Another valuable addition could be to look at the supply side of
orphanage tourism. Many volunteer sending organizations offer volunteer work in orphanages in
Cambodia, even though this could have many negative impacts. Why do they offer volunteer work in
orphanages? Maybe they do not see it as damaging, but it is still important to understand their point of
view on this form of tourism. And why do they accept all volunteers, without any skills or experience,
while it seems clear that letting unskilled people interact with children can be damaging? A
recommendation to volunteer sending organizations is to improve their preparation for volunteers, as it
appears that many volunteers do not feel they are prepared enough for the volunteer work. The
organization needs to set the right expectations and could even look at offering projects that involve
supporting or educating the local staff, so they learn to be independent. The impact of orphanage
tourism on children in orphanages also needs further investigation, as is also recommended by
Verstraete (2014). It could be interesting to have a social worker, psychologist or someone specialized
in behavior observe children in orphanages for a longer period of time. Participatory observation can
give a clear image of the actual emotional and psychological impacts of orphanage tourism on
children.
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Appendix I Topic list volunteers
Introduction
- Introduce
- Explain goal research

Before start volunteer work
- When/where/which orphanage
- Motivation choice volunteer work
- Motivation choice Cambodia
- Motivation choice orphanage
- Volunteer/sending organization
- Motivation choice volunteer organization
- Procedure (certificate of good conduct)
- Costs
- Preparation volunteer organization
- Skills/experience needed
- Own preparation
- Experience with children/teaching
- Expectations
- Volunteer work/visit
- Cambodia
- Local people and culture
- Personal contribution

During volunteer work
- Specific tasks/activities/daily schedule
- Contact/dealing with children
- Cooperation with colleagues
- Appointments
- Rules and compliance with rules
- Child Protection Policy
- clothing regulations
- pictures
- Personal contribution
- Contact other volunteers/local people
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- Visitors orphanage
- Reactions children on volunteers/visitors
- Influence on children
- Difficulties/conflicts during work

After volunteer work
- Experiences
- Volunteer work/visit (+ influence on children)
- Cambodia
- Local people and culture
- Expectations = experiences?
- Beneficial volunteer/children
- What learned? Changes own life? Transformation?
- Evaluation volunteer/sending organization
- Contact with orphanage future
- Volunteer work in the future/recommend others

Media
- Current media attention
- Influence on choice volunteer work/visit
- Own opinion volunteer tourism
- Own opinion orphanage tourism
- Responsibility
- Local people/dependency

- Additions
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Appendix II Topic list key-informants
Voluntourism
- Definition voluntourism
- Orphanage tourism
- Can voluntourism contribute/beneficial Western volunteers
- Background checks
- Child protection
- Recommendations to volunteers
- Local people/dependency

Current situation orphanages Cambodia
- Number orphanages/orphans
- Regulations and requirements opening orphanage in/registration
- Registration (government)
- Number set up by foreigners (missionaries)
- Different terms (care center/residential/institutional care/orphanage. Difference?
- Biggest issues with orphanages/orphanage tourism
- Biggest issues with volunteers in orphanages
- Who’s responsible for situation
- Who can change situation, government, volunteers, sending organizations etc.
- Are orphanages necessary
- Situation in other countries Asia
- Alternatives to orphanages

Work of organization/individual
- What/where/how
- Campaigns against orphanage tourism
- Changes since campaigns/media attention
- Less orphanages?
- Less demand volunteers?
- Less organizations offering volunteer work?
- Collaborating/informing volunteer sending organizations
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Appendix III Contacted volunteer sending organizations
A Broader View Volunteers
Asia Volunteer Network
Experiential Learning International
Gap Guru
Global Crossroad
Global Service Corps
Globalteer
I-to-I
IFRE Volunteers
IVHQ
Love Volunteers
New Hope volunteers
Open Mind Projects
Outreach International
Plan My Gap Year
POD Volunteer
Projects Abroad
Rustic Volunteers
The Leap
UBelong
Volunteering Solutions
Volunteer Travels
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